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Many voters were having to stand in line this morning as evidenced by these photos taken at (left to right) Murray Middle School, Murray Datsun and City Hall

Voters Turn Out In Large Numbers
Local Interest
High In Primary

Seen&Heard $51,000 Paid
For National
Around
Hotel Monday
Murray
Steve Yarbrough points out
that we made a mistake the
other day when we were explaining that city voters vote for
six city councilmen in Ward A
and six in Ward B. That part is
correct since all voters vote for
twelve city councilmen. The top
six in each ward win. We went
on to say that the top six in each
ward will form the City Council
for next year. That's where we
made the mistake. Because,
this might not be necessarily so.
Steve is running on the
Republican ticket next fall for
the city council in Ward B. It
could well be that Steve might
beat out one of his Democrat
opponents and land a seat on the
city council. Those named for
Ward A in the primary will be
all set since there are no
Republicans seeking office in
that Ward.

Sons Meet Will
Be On June 9

The Western District meeting
of the Kentucky Society of the
the
American
Sons of
Revolution will be held at the
Holiday Inn, Murray, on
Saturday, June 9,at eleven a.m.
Mrs. Charles Milliken, local
historian, will be the luncheon
speaker. She will discuss
In the past those whO won in "George Rogers Clark and Fort
the Democrat primary were the Jefferson."
President
Past Society
same as elected since there
have been few Republican Charles F. Hinds will preside at
candidates locally. This fall it the luncheon which will be a la
carte, so that no checks need be
will be different.
sent with reservations to Mr.
Pleasant lunch yesterday Hinds, Route 4, Murray, Ky.
D.
Short,
Robert
with Ray Mofield and Richard
chairman,
Farrell. A large number of Americanism
problems besetting society Lexington, will be present to
discuss the "How They Vote"
were solved.
program of the National Society
Commander Lloyd M. Buch- which the President General
er, commander of the U.S.S. emphasized at the annual
Pueblo seized by North Korean meeting held in Lexington. A
in 1968 has been performing proposal to change the date of
Navy duty and recently dues billing from September 1
returned to Guam after being will be considered.
chief staff officer of a mine
Vice-president Gradie R.
Rowntree, M.D., will also be
(See Seen & Heard,Page 8)
present for the Murray
meeting. President Thomas J.
Lyne will also be in attendance.
Incidentally this same thing
holds true for the County
Judge's race where John
Neubauer will run next fall as
an Independent. Also Don
Keller seeks the post of
Magistrate for District Four
next fall as a Republican.

The Weather

INIMEM11111.11111111.1111111111MINE

Considerable cloudiness and
cool through Wednesday, with a
chance of a few periods of light
showers. High today and
Wednesday around 70, low
tonight in the low 50s Fair and
a little warmer Thursday.
Kentucky's Extended Outlook
Thursday through Saturday
Fair with a warming trend
Thursday through Saturday.
Early morning lows in the low
and mid 50s Thursday and Friday, and in the upper 50s and
low 60s Saturday. Daytime
highs in the 708 Thursday, and
in the upper 70s and low 80s
Friday and Saturday. ,

A break in the weather and
unusual voter interest prompted an extremely heavy voter
turnout this morning in the
Democratic primary.
A spot check around the
county showed most precincts
reporting heavy numbers of
ballots cast, with most reporting several persons waiting in
line to vote.
The courthouse precinct
reported 219 persons having
voted at 11:30 a.m. today. Other
precincts checked showed Alrno
with 222; City Hall, 183; New
Concord, 210; Murray Datsun,
436; Hazel 216; Calloway High,
157; and Kirksey, 135.
All precincts checked said
that the turnout was unusually

The National Hotel, located at
the corner of Sixth and Main
Streets, was sold at a price of
851,000 Monday afternoon to
L.D. Miller and Wells Purdom.
The hotel was sold at public
auction by Calloway County
Circuit Court Master Commissioner, Frank L Ryan at 1
p.m. Monday afternoon. The
previous owners were Mr. and
Mrs. Edd Frank Kirk and Mr.
and Mrs. Will H. Whitnell.
Miller said this morning that
he and Purdom plan to continue
the operation of the hotel on the
present basis. The building also
houses Susie's Cafe as well as
offices for H & R Block Income
Tax service, Don Henry In.surance, Life & Casualty Insurance, and Model Land
Development.

Martin's Chapel To
Hold Church School
Vacation Church School will
be held at the Martin's Chapel
United Methodist Church
starting Monday, June 4, and
continuing through Friday,
June 8.
Classes for nursery through
junior high will be held from six
to eight p.m. each day, according to Mrs. Harmon
Whitnell, director.
Mrs. Whitten said persons
may call her at 753-4472 if they
transportation to the
need
school.

MONUMENT —Memorial Day was observed here by the erection of a monument to Callovvay Countians killed in war. The
monument was erected by the Murray Jaycees on the northwest corner of the court square. Left, Jaycee Jerry Met oy attaches the
list of those killed to the back of the monument. Right, Carroll Hubbard, left, was one of the speakers at the dedication. Dr. Chris
(Staff Photos hy David Hill
Emmert. right, is the president of the Jaycees.

Clothing Bank
Now Open For
Emergencies

Astronauts Point Telescopes
Toward Sun; More Experiments
SPACE CENTER, Houston
(API — Skylab astronaut Dr.
Joseph P. Kerwin today pointed
a battery of telescopes at the
sun, hoping to give scientists
their best look yet at how this
seething sphere of gases con-

trots our solar system.
Physicists also hope the experiment will help unlock the
secret of controlled thermonuclear fusion, the source of the
sun's energy. This might aid in
the search for an unlimited,
pollution-free power source on
earth.
While Kerwin tuned up the
i107-million array, Charles Conrad Jr. and Paul J. Weitz assembled cameras and sensors
which they'll use), starting
Wednesday to survey the
Call-in registration for earth's resources.
Kindergarten and First Grade
It was the fifth day of the
at Carter and Robertson planned 29-day orbital flight.
Elementary Schools will be
The telescopes are mounted
accepted through June 14, on a large device that is exaccording to Dennis Taylor, tended away from the orbiting
principai.
station on long metal arms.
The office at Carter School Kerwin operated them from a
will be open from 8:30 a m. to 12 workshop console which Conrad
noon and from one to three p m. calls so complex "it's like play(See Clothing, Pages(
for ing three 88-key piano boards
each day through June
persons to call.
one time."
Robertson School rifflet will
Golden Age Club Plans
--1--4413PEAR ON TV
be open from 8.30 a.m. to 12*
Miss Sarah Sams, flutist, with
Luncheon Meet Friday
noon and from one to three p.m.
Chuck Hussung as piano aceach day through Julie 14.
The Golden Club will have its
After these dates, persons companist, will appear on
Educational
potluck luncheon meeting at the must contact the office of Kentucky
social hall of the First United Superintendent Fred Schultz for Television tonight (Tuesday) at
six p.m. This is a tape of a
Methodist Church, on Friday, registration.
June 1, at 12 noon.
Plans are being formulated to contest sponsored by the First
W.O.Yaughn, newly elected
have the best teacher-pupil District of the Kentucky
president, will preside at the
possible; therefore it -is Federation of Women's Club.
meeting and urges all mernbersa urgent that officials be noulied Miss Sams, representing_ the
and interested persons to attend Immediately if persons have a Murray Woman's Club, won
this first meeting of the new
child in this age group, Taylor first place in the contest held
April 11
club year.
said.

The women's organizations of
five Murray churches are now
cooperating in the operation of
the Murray Clothing Bank.
located in the Douglas High
School gym, north of the Tappan Plant on North Second
„Street.
Representatives filling the
various related offices are:
Mrs. Charles (Claudia) Moore,
St. John's Episcopal, coordinator; Mrs. Harry (Jackie)
Conley, First Presbyterian,
telephone; Mrs. F.F. (Nell)
Eaton, First United Methodist,
W.J.
Mrs.
publicity:
(Martha) Pitman, First Baptist, scheduling; Mrs. Clyde
(Jewell) Jones, First Christian,
Growth and Development.
Response to a previous
request for clothing to be
delivered to the various deposit

Registration May
Be Made By Phone
At Local Schools

The astronauts on Monday
completed setting up housekeeping in the laboratory,
which is the size of a three-bedroom home, and began their
first medical experiments.
A makeshift sunshade erected
Saturday reduced temperatures
to near 80 degrees, far below
the 125 degrees recorded inside
the cabin after a heat shield
was ripped away during the
launch of Skylab on May 14. Flight controller Neil Hutchinson predicted the temperature would level out near 70 degrees within a day or, two and
make the workshop fully livable.
During a brief news conference televised to mission control Monday, Conrad replied,
"You betcha," when asked if
he felt they could complete the
full four-week mission.
"If the temperatures keep going down, it's gonna get real
pleasant in here. It's not bad

Traffic Accidents
Claim 465 Over
Holiday Weekend
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Traffic accidents claimed 465
lives around the nation during
the three-day Memorial Day
weekend.
The National Safety Council
had estimated 550 to 650 persons would die in traffic mishaps during the period that began at 6 p.m. Friday and ended
at midnight Monday, local
time.
The Associated Pre& counted
56.5 traffic deaths during the
1972 Memorial Day weekend,
also three days. The record toll
for a three-day observance of
the holiday was 597 in 1969.

heavy, and Murray Datum
reported that two voting
machines were being used, with
50-75 persons waiting in line all
morning.
Of 60 persons who have filed
for posts in the primary, 56 will
vie for nominations to 13 different positions. The other four
candidates are unopposed and
their nominations have already
been certified.
The unopposed candidates
are Don
Overbey, city
prosecutor; Charles Hale,
valuatiol
adproperty
ministrator; Sid Easley county
attorney; and Kenneth C. Imes,
state representative,_.
FRANKF'ORT, Ky. (AP) For the last time before statewide reregistration takes effect,
Kentuckians voted today for
most legislative posts, top offices in the Louisville area and
a myriad of lesser local positions.
Starting with the November
election only those who have
signed up under a computerized
program by the end of September will be eligible to cast ballots.
At stake today were:
.,N11 100 house seats and half
the 38 senate posts. However,
37 incumbents from both parties were unopposed.
A total of 33.5 people sought
Democratic or Republican nominations and ttlree more were
from minor parties.
The 'General Assembly now is
weighted more 2 to I Democratic.
(See Election,Page B)

Three Local Girls Are
Mermaids In Pageant

Three Murray girls were sors are Susan Boylan,
among 12 young ladies who Hopkinsville, Sportsman's
were selected as mermaids Lodge & Marina, Jonathan
Saturday night at the Miss Creek; Debbie C'athey, Murray,
Venetian Nights Pageant at the Wishing Well Miniature Golf &
Pizza, Aurora; Sherry Dunn,
KenLake Amphitheatre.
Hopkinsville, Lakeland Motel,
The 12 young ladies will be
finalists at the final round of the Aurora; Krita Kennedy,
Murray, Early American
pageant July 3.
Motel, Aurora; Peggy Layne.
Cathey, Krista
Debbie
Kennedy and Jan Shuffett were Fulton, Eddy Creek Port,
the three girls from Murray Eddyville and Denise Mays,
who advanced through the first Fulton, International Banana
Festival, Fulton.
round competition.
Carla Moreland, Fulton,
Prizes for the 12 mermaids
Knob Restaurant,
were purchased from Ren- Cedar
Kerwin, the first physician to
dleman's Jewelry in ('alvert Jonathan Creek; Deborah
fly in space, conducted three
Pardue. Hopkinsville, Brame
City.
major medical experiments
---the"-entrants received Music Company, Hopkinsville;
4
-Aft
Monday. He drew blood from
silver charms and the mer- Jan Shuffett, Murray, tale Real
all three crewmen and then
maids were presented with Estate SE Auction, Aurora;
Monitored Weitz on two deBillie Stalions, Cadiz, Trigg
Revere bowls.
vices.
Farmers Bank, Cadiz;
County
greenery
the
The ferns and
One was a cylinder which fit
'that decorated the pageant Catherine Thompson, Benton.
over the lower half of Weitz'
Benton;
were _Provided by . Benton Frank's Bargain Barn,
body and, with-air- evacuated.FultOrt
Weeks,
'Theresa
and
and7.,,,lo's
Gene
Florist and
simulated gravity pressure like
Aurora Oaks Subdivision,
Florist in Murray
(See Skylab,Page 81
The 12 girls and their spon- Aurora.
a

A
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A question of ecology

W. P. Williams, President 11941-19631
James C. Williams, Editor and Publisher
Gene McCutcheon, News Editor and Production Manager

Editor's Note: This is the
second of three articles as the
organic food boom.
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By RON WELLS
Copley News Service
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Signed Editorials
Debate over whether newspaper editorial comment should include identification of the writer is
nothing new. Some newspapers append the writer's
name or initials. Most, include The News and
Courier, do not.
We subscribe to the majority position that an
represents an impersonal opinion,
editorial
reflecting directly or indirectly the views of
newspaper management, and therefore should not
be signed. The masthead suffices as a collective
byline. Gun-shy editorial writers have learned to
admit to authorship of given editorials only after
determining whether the inquirer liked or disliked
the piece.
The decision to identify editorial writers is
properly left to management. It should not be
mandated by legislation, as is being attempted in
Rhode Island and North Carolina.
Such legislation is frivolous and constitutes
another tug at First Amendment freedoms, which
some members of the profession believe are badly
strained already.—Charleston (S.C.) News and
Courier

'We can sympathize with him, eh, gentlemen?'

Gardens Not For Lazy
This is the season when the backyard farmer,
particularly those who will be trying their first
Vegetable gardens this year, is put to the test. Few
desirable plants grow unaided, as the amateur soon
discovers.
The part-time grower who thought a small garden
plot might be the ideal source of much-needed
exercise soon learns what it means to toil in the soil.
The exercise is there, for a certainty, perhaps more
than had been bargained for.—Monroe (La.)
Morning World.

Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER a MIMS FILE

Ned Breathitt and Harry Lee Waterfield were
elected governor and lieutenant governor respectively in the primary election yesterday. Others
elected include Harry Sparks as superintendent of
public instruction, and Owen Billington, state
senator.
Deaths reported are Mrs. Lila Valentine, age 74,
and Mrs. Edd Prince, age 69.
Sandra K. Smith, senior at Murray College High
School, has been presented the National Anion
Foundation award by the Murray Lions Club.
Chuck roast is advertised at 49 cents per pounds in
the Liberty Grovery ad this week.

20 Years Ago Today
LEDGER

a

TIMES FILE

Funeral rites for Mrs. Cora E. Gibbs, age 76, were
held yesterday.
Sgt. Joe Knight, son of Mrs. Eunnie Knight, is now
serving with the 28th Infantry Division in Goeppingen, Germany.
Construction has begun on the building program of
the First Methodist Church at the corner of South 5th
and Maple Streets.
Births reported include a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
George Dunn on May 20 and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
James Ralph Story on May 22.
"Hollyhocks are beginning to bloom," from Cie
column, "Seen & Heard Around Murray."

Bible Thoughtfor Today
(N,
But seek ye- first the kingdom of God, and his
righteousness: and all these things shall be added
unto you.—Mathew 6:33.

happy successful life
His will in first place
A

is

one that puts God and

Isn't It The Truth!
by. ('art

Biblet Jr.

It has Win said thal of all the creaturei
slither, creep, walk or run none is so wretched as
malt. IS -wonder _many of, us would rather_t„......an
anirnat, even as ass. As if some of us aren't.
"!Every ass loves to hear himself bray."
—Gnomologia

PAGE THREE

Robert Rodale, a long-time
proponent of organic living,
believes it is the only way to
preserve the ecological future
of the United States.
In an organic America, the
sales of chemical pollutants
would drop to nothing," said
Rodale. "There would be no
problem with additives in food
and no harmful pesticides to
worry about. Garbage would
be less of a problem because
almost everyone would be
sure that organic wastes were
being composted.
"Sewage would enrich farm
fields instead of polluting rivers, lakes and harbors," he
said. "Automobile smog
would be minimized because
more people would be living
on small homesteads; raising
much of their own food, instead of commuting into large
cities to work.
"My type of pollution you
can name would drop to nothing or to almost nothing in an
organic world."
Rodale is a writer and editor of several books on organic living, including "The Organic Directory" and "The
Basic Book of Organic Gardening." He also edits the
monthly magazine Organic
Gardening and Farming,
which J. I. Rodale founded in
the 1940s. The magazine is
considered the bible of organic gardeners and farmers.
According to Rodale, corn-

mercial fertilizers are designed to make the foods grow
quicker and larger, but not
necessarily more nutritious.
The entire emphasis is on convenience, ease and profit for
the grower.
The same holds true for
pesticides, according to one
farmer. Bugs and disease
won't destroy healthy plants,
he said. "I'd never eat anything that an insect wouldn't
eat and you don't see them
eating any chemically embalmed supermarket food,"
he added.
When asked if organic
farming was uneconomical,
another farmer said his fruits
and vegetables sold 25 to 50
per cent higher than those
found in the supermarkets. He
estimated that it cost him between $800 and $2,000 per
acre, depending on the crop,
to farm organically.
Another area of controversy
surrounding organic foods is
their use for medical reasons.
Dr. Milan Brandon, an allergist, commented: "I am

By JOHN PINKERMAN
Editor,Copley News Service
Soviet Communist Party
boss Leonid Brezhnev is coming to visit President Nixon in
the next few weeks and already warnings are out cautioning the President not to be
too generous to his Red guest.
Some remember the recent
U.S.-Russian grain deal that
was supposed to be such a
great stroke for America, but
seems to have turned sour financially. Others remember
the Nixon "kitchen debate" in
Moscow in the 1950s when Mr.
Nixon, then vice president,
got lots of good press for snap-.
ping back at then Soviet Premier Nikita Khrnshchev.
_Those issuing the warnings
seem to be saying, "Let's not
have another 'good' deal like
the grain deal, and don't be
misled into thinking the
'kitchen debate' is proof you
know how to deal with a tough
and experienced Commurust ."
These warnings may fall on
deaf ears because Mr. Nixon,
his back to the Watergate
wall, is anxious to display his
skill as a world diplomat by
extending the detente he is so
proud of having developed
with both Russia and with the
Kremlin's arch enemy, Red
China. However, the words of
caution are coming from
some astute and sober figures, even from an official Soviet publication.
One who urges caution in
negotiations with Russia ,is
Walter laqueur, director of
the Institute of Contemporary
History in London and a world
affairs scholar of high reputation. In recent testimony before a subcommittee of the
Senate Government Operations Committee, Laqueur
warned that high defense
costs, an upcoming energy
CriStS and other internal problems will limit considerably
Russia's ability to meet payments on any U.S. trade owe
"Why should Russia repay
10 or 20 years hence for U.S.
products delivered now?" he
asks. "A great deal may happen between now and 1985.
American and Soviet trade
should not be a one-way
street.
"It should not be aid, it
should'be,trade."

Laqueur points out the
great expectations of two-way
trade with Russia as part of----.-tiertoctte detentes --tave—tiot
borne fruit. It was expected,
he notes, that after World War
II the two comrades against
Hitler's Nazi Germany would

be so by trading with each
other that not less than onethird of U.S. exports would go
to Russia after the war. The
truth was that "American exports to the Soviet Union were
much less than one per cent.
The main reason for this is the
economic policy followed by
the Soviet Union......
"liqueur also has some sobering words to say on the
matter of detente, particularly that overworked word "coexistence." "Lenin wrote," he
says, "that peaceful coexistence was merely postponing
the decisive struggle, 'a fight
for life or death' between the
two systems, and that they
could not possibly live in
peace forever.
"As far as the Soviet political dictionary is concerned,
detente stands for !coexistence without illusions' ..
Stalin and his ideologists regarcied peaceful coexistence
and the cold war as different
sides of the same coin ... coexistence desirable to the extent that it strengthened the
Soviet camp; if it failed to do
so it ceased the be peaceful
and became 'imperialist aggression.'"
These are scary words and
some may say they follow a
phony -the Reds are under
the bed- cry, but a Soviet embassy publication quoting decisions of the recentaCornmunist Party Central Committee
meeting says: "The positions
of the fraternal socialist countries and their unity have
grown stronger and the influence of their concerted policy
on the course of international
events has increased ... (,but)
there is a need foe content
vigilance to give a rebuff to
any machinations by aggressive, reactionary circles of
imperialsim.
"And, just as before, the
Communist Party of the Soviet Union will ru-mly conduct
.the socialist Leninist course in
the struggle against imperialurn in its international polleY.i Finally, a warning from
Sen. Henry M. Jackson,
Washington Democrat: "Under the Nixon grain deal, the
Soviets were able to buy
American wheat at prices
lower than American purchasers, and both the grain itself and its financing and
transportation have been subsidized by the Amefican tax_ payer."
-These few warnings seem to
tell- Mr. Nixon that-tie should
forget his "kitchen debate"
victory and be wary of any
new "grain bargain- Mr.
Brezhnev might offer.

I.

Next: The consumers' dilemma.
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A CHANGING WORLD

Warnings given
on Soviet visit

for organically grown foods
from an ecological standpoint.
"I feel the lack of chemicals
and pesticides will allow
stronger plants to survive and
create hardier species.
"As an allergist, I have no
objection to recommending
organically grown food to patients with allergies to artificial coloring, chemical
preservatives or pesticides.
We have a responsibility to
protect them from these elements. But people take a little
improvement and try to expand it to cover wide areas of
nutrition without substantial
scientific proof.
"At the present time I feel
that the claims made about
organically grown foods are
overdone because there is a
lack of necessary scientific
proof. On the other hand, the
same holds true for the longrange effects of pesticides.
Again, there is no conclusive
scientific proof."

Your Individual Horoscope

, Pit/g.

(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
'ARIES
Your intuition still in fine
working order. A good day for
(Mar. 21 to Apr 20)
Curb tendencies toward capitalizing on unusual ideas,
combativeness. You can be experimenting generally.
your independent self without
being arrogant — and you'll
YOU BORN TODAY are
gain more.
endowed with a brilliant mind, a
TAURUS
lively imagination and a warm
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
and outgoing personality. You
Personal relationships under are highly idealistic
and
something of a cloud. As with unusually sensitive. Try to
curb
Aries, there are tendencies the latter trait, since you could
toward argumentativeness. Be suffer unnecessarily
over
especially tactful in situations fancied slights. Exceptionally
where money is involved.
versatile, you could succeed in
GEMINI
many fields, but your greatest
(May 22 to June 21)
achievements may come
With further thought, you now through music or in the
literary
see possibilities in hitherto world — especially as writer of
barren areas of achievement so, short stories, reporter, editor,
if you're in the mood to take a advertising co: promotional
chance, go ahead. Success copy-writer. You could also
likely.
excel on the stage or in the legal
CANCER
0300 profession, where you could
(June 22 to July 23)
become an outstanding trial
Some difficulty in "com- lawyer. Birthdate of: Benny
munication"
likely.
Be Goodman, clarinetist, band
especially careful in what you leader; Cornelia Otis Skinner,
tell another "confidentially." It actress, writer.
could boomerang.
• • •
LEO
YOUR PERSONAL HOROSCOPE
July 24 to Aug. 23 ) 12
FOR iint For • personal 110 Meal
Some unprecedented situaforecast on health, weelot. love and
met-nape, saes! $I 00 Plus 25 cents In
tions or unusual propositions
con tor postape and Isandliec to
HorosCOpe Book Department, Sox 113,
indicated. Study well but
Old Chelsea StritIon, Nem York, N
postpone taking direct action
rnerthonIng Mis newspepte
Prml your NAME, ADDRESS with
for 48 hours.
ZIP, and DATE Of BiRTel MO.sure
you pc Me ',ant forecast for your
VIRG()
rOcliac sopa)
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) WPIY'
As with many now, you can
expect some tension in personal
matters. Don't lose your per.i
.eite4.1
) kitegig,
spective. And, above all, ignore
vague rumors. They are just
that and nothing more.
I want to thank you for the
LIBRA
excellent coverage of the ac(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) A-Z-1 tivities of Murray Middle School
Care needed in routine ac- this school year. Our staff has
tivities. Make no drastic planned and carried out many
changes arbitrarily, and be worthwhile
projects for our
especially careful about details.
students. Many of our students
There's a tendency to let the
have taken advantage of these
mind wander when it shouldn't.
programs and many of them
SCORPIO
have
done things worthy of
(Oct 24 to Nov. 22) rn/r1V•
A sudden flash of intuition in a recognition.i
romantic matter will be right on
This public recognition was
target. Follow through and made
possible
by
the
recent barriers to happiness cooperation we received from
you and your staff. I want to
will fall.
SAGITTARIUS
express special thanks to Gene
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) girgi(10' McCutcheon and David Hill,
An idea which comes to you in who gave of their time to cover
the afternoon will have great some of these activities. .
financial potentials and, to
Yours truly,
enliven matters still further, an
Mrs. Geneva Brownfield,
associate will show you how to
Guidance Counselor.
carry it out successfully.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) id
ECOLOGY 'WAR'
pon't be discouraged if your
efforts seem:unppreciale.
Insecticide spraying in the
Instead, draw attention to them northern Swiss canton of
—Thurgau has been halted after
— but in a subtle manner.
AQUARIUS
widespread public protests including threate -to shoot down
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Travel under especially a helicopter used in the spraybeneficent influences. In fact, ing and a proposed boycott of
some exciting circumstances the fruit farmers' produce.
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Westside Club Has
James Morris Skelton In Church Ceremony May Meeting At
The Fones Home
Kathryn Elizabeth Urban Is Married To

40

The home of Mrs. Harold
Fones was the scene of the May
meeting of the Westside
Homemakers Club. Mrs. Fones,
president, underwent back
surgery recently and was
unable to ride in a car so the
meeting was held at her home.
Mrs. Alvin Usrey presented
the main lesson for the day on
the subject, "Srruill Reparirs
Around the home."
The devotion was given by
Mrs. Harry Lee Garland who
read from Matthew 11:28. Mrs.
Jerry Don .Butler, secretary,
called the roll.
New officers elected were
Mrs. Fones, president; Mrs
Usrey, vice-president; Mrs.
Butler,
secretary-treasurer;
Mrs.
Charles
Cdeman,
recreational leader. Other new
chairmen were were also
named and lessons for the
coming year were selected.
Other members present, not
previously named, were Mrs.
Wayburn Wyatt and Mrs. Elvin
Crouse.
The next meeting will be held
Tuesday, June 12, at 12:30 p.m.
lit the home of Mrs. Wyatt.
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NEW OFFICERS of the Murray High School Chapter of the FHA are, left to right, seated, Amanda
Buice, Selwyn Schultz, Krista Kennedy, Martha McKinney, Nancy Garrison, Becky Edwards,
standing, Beverly Rogers, Debbie Parker, Lisa Winters, Kathy Raiford, and Becky Sams.

Officers Installed
At Meeting Of The
Murray High FHA

The girls were directed by
their advisors, Mrs. Lucy Lilly
and Mrs. Silly Crass.

The Calloway County High
School Chapter of the Future
Teachers of American held its
annual FTA picnic on Wednesday, May 16, in the City
Park.
This event was held to honor
.111 graduating seniors of the
tapter. A cake decorated in
fed and white with the
traditional colors of the FTA
Club centered the table.
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Mr. and Mrs. James Morris Skelton

PAULA LYONS, left, retiring president of the Murray High
School Chapter of the Future Homemakers of America, presents
the gavel to the new president, Krista Kennedy.

Tuesday, May 29
TOPS No. Ky. 34, Murray
(Take Off Pounds Sensibly) will
meet at the Health Center at
seven p.m. All interested
persons are invited to attend.
Primary Election Day in
Calloway County with the polls
being open from six a.m. to six
p.m.

Seniors Honored At
Annual Picnic Held
By Calloway FTA
•

DEAR HAD IT: In Detroit your son is an adult at it,
and he has no more right to live on your property than a
stranger. You can give him the official 30 days notice to
move out of your home, and if he refuses, the court will
advise him that be has 10 days to muse, after which, they
will "help" him.
You don't live in Detroit—you live in Atlanta, Ga., or
Muscatine, Ia., or Boston. Mass.? Well, ring up your local
Legal Aid Society and find out what the law in your community says.

The Murray High School
Future
Chapter of the
Homemakers of America held
its last meeting of the school
year on Thursday, May 17, at
six o'clock in the evening in the
school Library.
Miss Paula Lyons, retiring
president, led the installation
service for the officers of 197374.
Named as representative of
the chapter at the State FHA
meeting at Eastern State
University, Richmond, on June
12-14 was Miss Martha
McKinney.
New officers are Krista
Kennedy, president; Selwyn
Schuljtz, first vice-president;
Amanda Kay Hulce, second
Nancy
vice-president;
Garrison, treasurer; Becky
Edwards, reporter; Kathy
Raiford, parliamentarian;
Debbie Parker, historian; Lisa
Winter, recreational leader;
Beverly Rogers, song leader;
Becky Sams, decorational
leader.

FTA member present were
Stacy Adams, Evie Erwin,
Sherry Bucy, Dale Arnold,
Poppy ,Ross, Vickie Workman,
Vickie Humphreys, Janey
Kelso, Danny Futrell, Cindy
Mills, Tim Erwin, Vera Herndon, Zandra Morris, Kathie
Broach, Melanie Norwood,
Terry Sheridan, Beth Crabtree,
Cooper, Debbie
Earlene
Garrett, Pam Robertson,
Overcast, Cathy
Brenda
Jackson, Rickey Bucy, Jennifer
Lovett, Juana Stockdale,
Sandra Starks, Margaret
Greer, Bobby-Scott, Jim Davis,
Jimmy Burkeen, Melonie
Hutchens, Joni Tidwell, Diane
Rhodes, and Mary Beth Hays.

Saturday, June 2
The Charity Ball for the
benefit of Mental Health and
Mental Retardation will be held
at Student Union Building,
Murray State University, from
nine p.m. to one a.m: For
tickets call 753-3085.

Thomas Home Scene
Of Coffee For PTA
The Executive Board of the
Robertson School ParentTeacher Association held a
coffee on Monday, May 21, at
ten o'clock in the morning at the
home of Mrs. Bruce Thomas,
Oxford Drive.
New officers of the PTA for
the 1973-74 school year were
installed by Mrs. Ted Bradshaw.
Serving as president will be
Mrs. Donald T. Burke, as first
vice-president, Mrs. Dwaine
Taylor, as second vicepresident, Mrs. J. W. William,
as secreatry, Mrs. Dick George,
and as treaurer, Mrs. Buddy
Spann.
A gift of appreciation was
presented to the outgoing
president, Mrs. Bruce Thomas.
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DEAR ABBY: Our son was given every opportunity for
as much education as he wanted, plus room and board
without costing him a quarter, but as the kids say today,
"he blew it
Now he comes and goes as he pleases, lounges around
the house, reading, listening to records, eating like a king,
contributing nothing, and making long speeches about what
is wrong with the world. We told him to please get out until
he either gets a job or goes back to school and completes
his education. So far, neither alternative appeals to him.
He says that he is a minoi and we have to take care of
him until he is 21 That means another eight months, and I
don't think we can take it. Any suggestions?
HAD IT IN DETROIT

STREIT -

PHONE 7534462

NAIR IR AY KENTUCKY.42071

AMP-

Mrs. Milford Orr
Hostess For Meet
Homemakers Club
Mrs. Milford Orr opened her
home for the May meeting of
the South Pleasant Grove
Homemakers Club with the
devotion being given by Mrs.
Dennis Boyd. Mrs. Orr,
president, presided.
"Refinishing Old and New
Picture Frames" was the
subject of the lesson very ably
presented by Mrs. lecke
Butterworth.
Mrs. Milford Orr gave the
craft lesson "Tin Can Art."
Mrs.
Autry
McReynolds
presented the landscape notes.
Group singing was led by
Mrs. Bob Orr. Mrs. Ellis
Paschall read the minutes and
gave the treasurer's report.
Ftefreshements were served
by Mrs. Milford Orr.
Other members present, not
previously mentioned, were
Mrs. Williams Gerald Paschall,
Mrs. Dan Billington, Mrs.
Clifton E. Jones, Mrs. Max
Parks, Mrs. Garlan Hutson,
Mrs. Hallet Stewart, Mrs.
Luther Downs, Mrs. Kent
Simpson, Mrs. Raymond Story,
Mrs. Hoyt Craig, and Mrs. Anna
Kelly.
Two visitors were Mrs. James
Euel Erwin and Miss Hope Simpson
The next meeting will be held
June 13 at one p.m. at the home
of Mrs. Raymond Story.

Willie Falwell And
Inez Stewart Are
Honored Recently
Willie Falwell was honored
with a special reception in
celebration of his 91st birthday
on Sunday, May 20, from two to
five o'clock in the afternoon at
the home of his cousin, Mrs.
Harry Moore.
Also honored at the special
occasion was Miss Inez Stewart
on her birthday who is a sister
of Mrs. Moore.
Refreshments of cake and
punch were served at the the
beautifully appointed table.
Those attending were Mr. and
Mrs. Ray Ross, Mr. and Mrs. L.
M. (Red) Dean, Mr. and Mrs.
Rieke Clark, Mrs. Susie Clark,
Van Clark, Susan Clark, Mr.
and Mrs. Danny Pittman, Mr.
and Mrs. L. B. Falwell, Mr. and
Mrs.Otis Falwell, Mr. and Mrs.
Flennoy Outland, H. M. Workman,: Frank Roberts, Mr. and
Mrs. Pat Falwell, Mr . and
Mrs. John R. Falwell, Mrs.
Elsie Lovett, Mr.and Mrs._Buel
Stalls, Mrs. Dela Stewart, Mies
Lorene Falwell, Mr and Mrs.
Harry Moore, and the two
honored persons.

DEAR ABBY: I have a beautiful 22-year-old daughter.
She has always had many boy friends and girl friends until
about a year ago when she met this one girl at school
Since then, nothing has been the same
My daughter has dropped all her other friends and she
associates only with this one girl. They are together morning, noon, and night. They ti.ae all their classes together,
and after school this friend comes home with her, eats
dinner here, and on weekends she spends the nights here.
They never have dates, but it doesn't seem to bother
them—they are so wrapped up with each other. It just
doesn't seem normal to me.
Abby, I am beginning to wonder about the relationship
between these two girls. 'I love my daughter more than my
HEARTSICK MOTHER
own life, What should I do?
DEAR MOTHER: Let your daughter know you love her
she is. There is no more convincing proof
and accept her
-•
of your love.

Miss Kathryn Elizabeth
Uroan, daughter of Mrs. Wilma
Urban and the late Bernhard
trban of Lewisville, Minnesota,
and James Morris Skelton, son
of Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Skelton,
Murray Route three, exchange
wedding vows in the sanctuary
of the Martin Luther Chapel,
East Lansing, Michigan, at
seven-thirty o'clock in the
evening.
Officiating in the double ring
ceremony were Rev. David
Cruse, Chaplain, and Rev.
Joseph L. Skelton, brohter of
the groom.'

Dr. Rex Alexander
Speaker At Meet
Sigma Department

DEAR ABBY: What would you say about a guy who is
so egotistical he flies the Americ-Ms-,Qeg on his birthday?
2e his country
.,
He was in World War II, and all he ever-441(
was get a dishonorable discharge.
flag
Isn't there a law against flying the •
whenever you feel like it? And if so, what is the,Dr. Rex Alexander from the
and where do I turn this conceited bum in?
---s-phystical education department,
Nothing would give me more pleasure. Thank you.
Murray State University, was
GALVESTON, TE X
the speaker at the May meeting
of the Sigma Department of the
DEAR GALVESTON: You'd better find another way to
Murray Woman's Club held at.
punish the guy. There is no law against flying the Americlub house.
the
can flag anytime, or all the time.
The Murray man, also a
member of the Murray City
DEAR ABBY: Re the letter from the housewife who
the
on
Council, spoke
said her husband got all kinds of offers from willing women
"Recreational Needs in the
delivery:
a
making
while
"something"
to have coffee and
Calloway County Area."
I've been installing phones for five years, and the most I've
Mrs. Clegg Austin, departever been offered was a cup of coffee and s piece of cake
ment chairman, presided at the
and
deliveries
make
husbands
whose
wives
all
I hope
meeting. The date for the anservice calls don't think their husbands are fooling around.
nual beauty contest held at the
They aren't. Believe me,,I.know.
Calloway County Fair was set
NOTHING ON THE SIDI.
for July 16. This event is
sponsored annually by the
CONFIDENTIAL TO LOREN: Superstar misses you
Sigma Department.
immediately.
collect
mother
your
call
Please
Serving as general chairmen
the event will be Mrs. Jerry
for
Problems* You'll feel better If yea get It off your chest
Stripling and Mrs. Robert
For a personal reply, write to ABBY: lea No. WAN, L. A.,
Burke.
Calif. sow. Enclose stamped. se -addressed envelope,
Other chairmen include Mrs.
please.
James Frank, contestants;
Mrs. Fred Wells, awards; Mrs.
Hate to write letters? Seed $1 to Abby, Box 117e4, Lea
James Boone,swim party; Mrs.
Allen Russell, correspondence;
kaigeles, Cal. ssma, for Abby's booklet. "How to Write
Mrs. John Hall, rehearsal; Mrs.
Letters for All Occasions."
Leonard Whitrner, judges; Mrs.
stage
Brown,
Edward
decorations; Mrs. W. J. Pittman, finance; Mrs. Ed Overbey, telephone; Mrs. John
Gregory, merchants; Mrs.
Bailey Gore, equipment and
programs; Mrs. Harold Hurt,
Poplar Spring Baptist Churct
music; Mrs. Robert V. Johnson,
cic,t,
strowsstosit
honored recently the graduates
publicity.
sr 0041
from the community with a
New officers were installed
dinner in their honor.
for the coming year. Mrs.
WEEKDAY DINNER
Corsages for the ladies and
Good Chili Con Carne
Rice James Frank is the new
boutonnieres for the gentlemen
Green Salad with
chairman.
were presented to them as they
Carrot Curls
Mn. Ken Harrell gave the
Apple Cake
arrived.
Beverage thought for the day.
GOOD CHILI CON CARNE --liefreshements were served
The Graduate table was
Easy to prepare'
covered with an imported white
by the hostesses who were
l'4 cup butter
linen cutwork cloth and unWinters,
2 medium onions, finely chop- Mesdames Kenneth
derlined with a green cloth. The
Tommy
Hal
Houston,
ped
lovely centerpiece of blue and
(/2 green pepper, finely chop- Alexander, Allen Mc('oy, and
white iris centered the table
Joe Hal Spann.
ped
Mrs. Olive Steele made the
1 pound ground lean beef chuck
FROSTINGS MAKE CANDY
corsages and the centerpiece.
or round
.....
For a quick foundant-like
I can , I pound ahd 6ounces) red
The Church presented the
candy, start with a rpound 3kidney beans .
College and High School
1 can 8 ounces)'tomato sauce ounce) can of creamy corn
Graduates with books and the
with onions
mercial frosting any flavor or
;
Eight Grade graduates with
1
large
perhaps lemon Stir in
color,
clov't
garlie,
crushed
cards.
1 to 2 tablespoons chili powder about 2,,cups powdered sugar
Approximately one hundred
1/4 teaspoon ground cumin
or sufficient to make frosting
people attended.
In a 10-inch skillet melt _the firm enough to handle; palmThe graduates honored were: butter; add onion and
green roll into small balls. Place on
College; Pam Cherry, Carol pepper and cook gently,
Use more
until waxed paper
Russell; High School; Shirley
wilted- -Add beef; cook over powdered sugar on hands and
Dunn. Pettit, Caripbell, Jimmy' moderate "teat "flashing with i paper to make it easy_ to mold
Futrell; Eighth Grade; Terry fork to crumble meat until beef the candy into squares, circles.
Byerly, Bobby Cook, Danny loses its red color Add beans eggs, or most_any shape. For
with liquid in can and re- more
Elliott, Debbie Chadwick, Mike
variety...L....mix in or
Jack-son, Witte -Heasley, mairmrg ingredients (liver and
cook
gently, stirring several fruits, raisins, coconut or
Sharon McKInnery. Benjie
times. for bout 1/2 hour.
chocolate. Makes about 84
Norsworthy, Cindy Outland, Makes
4 servia
candy Cfelftvis.
Phil Peeler 7nd PM Webb,—

Graduates Honored
By Poplar Spring
Baptist Church

Matron of honor was Mrs.
Cynthis Glaser of Palo Alto,
California. DeWayne Ferris of
Mason, Michigan, served the
broom as best man. Ushers
were Kenneth Urban, brother of
the bride, and Mark Hedemann,
Miss Joyce Urban, sister of the
bride, read the scripture.
A program of nuptial music
was presented by Michael G.
McGuire, organist; and a
quartet composed of Cynthia
Glaser, Bonnie Strait, John
Meyer and Mark Hedeinann
sang "Entreat Me Not To Leave
Thee" —Niblock.
Following the ceremony a
reception was held in the Chapel
parlor.
About 100 guests attended a
dinner and reception honoring
the bride and groom on Easter
Sunday, at the Zion Lutheran
Church in Lewisville, Minnesota.
The bride is a graduate of
Truman High School and
Michigan State Universtiy. She
will enter the the University of
Minois Law School for the fall
term. The groom, a graduate of
North Marshall High School and
Michigan State University, is a
graduate student and researchassistant at the' UniyersiV of
illinois
They are now at home atiC
West Nevada, Apartment 10,
Urbana, Illinois.

Pottertown Club
Has Regular Meet
At The Holiday Inn
Mrs. Ruth Westoo, president,
presided at the May meeting of
the Pottertovm Homemakers
Club held at the Holiday Inn.
The devotion from Matthew
11:28 was given by Mrs. Bessie
Colson. An election of officers
for the next club year was held.
Mrs. Louise Short gave the
landscape notes.
Mrs. Roezella Outland,
assisted by Mrs. Bessie Colson,
presented the main lesson
"Living With Tension."
Instructions and a demonstration on "Tin Can Art" were
given by Mrs. Barletta
Wrather,
Mrs. Margaret Taylor, county
homemakers club president, as
a guest and spoke briefly on the
club work in Calloway County.
The recreational period was
conducted by Mrs. Patye
Overcast.
Fourteen members were
present. Three visitors were
Mrs. Wrather, Mrs. Taylor, and
Mrs. Lure Russell of New
Johnsonville, Term., sister of
Mrs. Katie Overcast.
The next meeting will be held
June 13, at ten a.m. at the
Holiday Inn.
When making cookies that
must be flattened, save ooe
step. ip the flattener in sugar
flour.
iaste

Town & Country's

E.O.M.
SALE

COOKING
IS FUN

1 Rack

1 Group

Sportswear Sportswear
1/2 Price

Body Suits

1 Rack

and

DRESSES

Blouses
REDUCED

1/2 Price

SPECIAL
ACT III

1/2 Price

* THIS WEEK ONLY *

SPORTSWEAR

14 off

Town & Country
Shop
—464-11-345
Chestnut Street - Dixieland- Shopping Center
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Standings Scrambles Tournament
.=.==
. c.c Held Monday at Oaks
By The Associated Press
National League
East
W. L. Pct. GB
27 18 600
Chicago
10 21 .488 5
New York •
Pittsburgh
- 18 20 474 5' )
18 21
Montreal
462 6
Philadelphia
19 25 432 7')
17 24 415 8
St Louis
West
Francisco 31 19 620 San
28 19 596 1.7
Los Angeles
Houston
28 20 583 2
Cincinnati
26 19 578 2' 2
17 27 386 11
Atlanta
16 32 333 14
San Diego
Monday's Games
Pittsburgh 4, Houston 2
Cincinnati 6, Chicago 5
San Francisco 6, New York 5
St Louis 3, Atlanta 2
Montreal 7, San Diego 6
Los Angeles 5, Philadelphia
Saturday's Games
Chicago 2, Cincinnati 0
San Francisco 10, Montreal 3
Pittsburgh 77 Houston 1
St. Louis 2, Atlanta 0, 8 in
nings, rain
Philadelphia 4, San Diego 0
Los Angeles 9, New York 5
Sunday's Games
Houston 6, Pittsburgh 2
St. Louis 5, Atlanta 4
Chicago 6, Cincinnati 0
Los Angeles 2, New York 1
San Francisco 6, Montreal 3
Philadelphia 46, San Diego
3
Tuesday's Games
Houston (Reuss 6 1) at Chi
cago (Reuschel 4 3 or Bonham
3-0)
Atlanta (Morton 4 3) at Pitts
burgh (Walker 1-2) N
Cincinnati (Carroll 1 31 at St
Louis (Spinks 041 N
Philadelphia (Brett 3 1) at
Los Angeles (John 3-21 N
New York (Seaver 5-3) at San
Francisco (Barr 4-5) N
Only games scheduled
Wednesday's Games
Houston at Chicago
New York at Seri Francisco
Atlanta at Pittsburgh N
Cincingati at St Louis N
Montreal at San Diego, 2, N
Philadelphia at Los Angeles

American League
East
W. L. Pct. GB
Detroit
24 20 545
22 12 500 2
New York
18 20 474 3
Baltimore
Milwaukee
19 23 452
18 22 450
Boston
Cleveland
19 25 432 5
West
Chicago
26 14 650
California
23 18 .561 3/
1
2
26 21 553 31/7
Kansas City
Minnesota
22 19 537 41/2
Oakland
23 22 511 544
13 27 325 13
Texas
Monday's Games
Minnesota 10, Baltimore 3
Texas at New York, rain
Detroit 4, Oakland 3
Kansas City 5, Boston I
California 7, Milwaukee 4
Chicago 6-4, Cleveland 3 0, 1st
game 21 innings, completion of
suspended game of Saturday
night
Saturday's Games
•
New York 10, Texas 5
404 Pefroit a, Oakland 5
4
., Milwaukee 9, California 0
"BbStorl at Kansas City, rain
BOltimore 7, Minnesota 2, 7
innings, rain
Cleveland 2. Chicago 2, 16 in
flings, suspended, curfew
Sunday's Games
Oakland at Detroit, rain
Texas 5. New York 2
Cleveland at Chicago, rain
California at Milwaukee, rain
Kansas City 13-2, Boston 3 7
Baltimore at Minnesota, rain
Tuesday's Games
Oakland (Blue 3-21 at New
York (Peterson 3-6) N
California (Ryan 6-4) at Bos
ton (Lee 4-11 N
Cleveland (Bosmem 1 6) at
Texas (Merritt 0-0) N
Baltimore (Palmer 4 3) at
Kansas City (Splittorff 7-2) N
Minnesota (Blyieven 5-6) at
Milwaukee (Slaton 2-3) N
Detroit (Lofich 2-41 at Chi
cago (Fisher 41) N
Wednesday's Games
Oakland at New York N
California at Boston N
Cleveland at Texas N
Battimore at Kansas City N
Minnesota at Milwaukee N
011itroit at Chicago N

Assistant Resigns
BOWLING GREEN, Ky.
(AP) - Assistant football
Coach Robbie Franklin of Western Kentucky University has
resigned his post to take a
coaching job at Georgia Tech,
Western officials said Monday.
Franklin will be joining the
staff of head Coach Bill Fulcher as coach of the specialty
and kicking teams

FOOTBALL
HOUSTON - The National
Football League Houston Oilers
traded tight end Alvin Reed to
the Washington Redskins in exchange for a fifth or sixth
round draft choice in the 1974
college draft.

High winds and a cold rain did
not dampen the spirit of 84
golfers who played yesterday in
the Oaks Memorial Day
Scramble Tournament.
Two teams tied for first place
with 67's. The first team included Bill Seale, Jerry Upton,
Stanley Hargrove, Roland
Jones and Vickie Nance.
Members of the other team who
tied for first
were Jerry
Caldwell, Ted Lawson, Gene
Hendon, Bob Sanderson and
Dorothy Eike.
Three teams tied for second
place with 68's. They included
J.P. Parker, Ken
Adams,
Merril
Lawson,
Bobbie
Buchanan and Linda Adams;
Bob Brown, Jr. Story, Dale
Nance, Carita Lamb and Polly
Seale; Roy Cothran, Thomas

Jones, Paul Jerry Lee, Jeanie
Morgan and Barbara McCuiston.
Two teams tied for third
place with scores of 69. They
Included Mlckey Boggess, R.B.
Morgan, Ross Odle, Charlie
Hargrove and Carolyn Caldwell; Rudell Parks, Gene
Housden, Donald Danner and
Anthony Eike
A potluck supper was held
following the conclusion of the
tournament.
The Women's Spring Tournament will be held May 30, and
the Men's Spring Tournament
on June 16 and 17.
Members are urged to sign up
at the pro ahop or to call in
their entries. Women's Tournament chairman is Mable
Rogers, and the men's chairman is Bobbie Eike.

New golf shaft
increases distance
By HOMER CLANCE
Copley News Service

magazine said.
Par Golf magazine said -In
the first six months of Aldlla
carbon-graphite shaft production, four handpicked professionals collectively won more
than a quarter of a minim
dollars after switching to the
Aldila shafts and-or driver."
Flood said that Brewer and
Phil Rodgers used two of the
first five shafts produced in
the Byron Nelson Classic at
Dallas, Tex.
In the recent Masters Tournament, out of the top 24 finishers, seven Aldila drivers
were in play, Flood added.
Jim Danielson tied for
third, Bob Goalby tied for
fourth, Brewer tied for sixth,
Hubert Green and Dave
Stockton tied for seventh,
Gene Littler tied for eighth,
and Rodgers was ninth.
Flood's company is a year
old.
Last October, the firm employed six persons in a small
area of an industrial park on
Kearny Mesa, in San Diego.
Today, the company physically occupies three times as
much space and Flood said
production space will shortly
be doubled.
The firm today employs 100
persons - the average age is
72 - working three shifts a
day around the clock, six days
a week.
Sales exceed all projections, Flood said. They have
doubled every month, and "in
the last four months we have
shipped more than 81 million," he added. The shaft
alone retails for 8100, he also
iaid.
"We are now shipping to 48
states, Canada, Mexico, Japan and Germany," he said

James Flood, 40, of La
Jolla, Calif., was a successful
stockbroker for 15 years, five
of them in Denver, Colo., 10 of
them in the San Diego, Calif.,
area.
He was and remains an avid
golfer, and he always looked
for ways to improve his game,
which is very good as it is, according to friends.
At any rate, Flood read
somewhere about carbon
graphite fiber, and "I Just
thought that material would
work, and work well, in golf
shats," he related.
So Flood approached a
friend, Mike Taylor, and
asked him to make a graphite
fiber golf shaft, wing Flood's
specifications. Taylor did so,
and Flood quickly found out
the shaft was 12 times as flexible as the regular stainless
steel shaft and weighed only
half as much.
This means that the weight
of the head on a driver could
be increased considerably
without increasing the overall weight of the golf club, he
explained.
The result is that any golfer
with a heavier dub head can
hit the ball farther and with
more accuracy, Flood added.
The club itself surpassed his
own expectations and Flood
quickly had samples prepared. At the same time, he
and his associates began
making tools and machinery
for use in producing the
graphite fiber shafts.
Patents are pending on the
process as well as the equipment and machinery, Flood
said.
Then Flood formed Aldila
(it means far beyond in ItalRecords Are Broken
ian )Golf Shafts, Inc. Initially,
RICHMOND, Va. ( AP) one-third interest went for the
rights to theProcess, an inter- Carl Grumpier of East Carolina
est purchased shortly after- University, who set four conward by John Hine and John ference football records last fall
Moler. Flood retained a . one- In leading the Pirates to the
third interest, alitsold a one- championship, today was
third interest to ffroup which named the Southern Conference
includes Glenn Campbell and athlete of the year.
Andy Williams.
The 6-foot-4, 203-pound junior
Gay Brewer was one of the was an easy winner in balloting
first to try the Aldila driver in by members of the Southern
tournament play. He won the Conference Sports Writers As$65,000 Japanese Masters, sociation.
and his drives at times put
Crtunpler, who last fall had
him 35 yards out front of his been named
football player of
nearest competitors.
the year, received 24 votes to
Inside Golf magazine said
13 for Aron Stewart of Richthat all tests made by pros,
mond, the league's basketball
engineers, and writers, on
machines, by hitting for cam- player of the year.
Crumpler set league records
eras and meters, or hitting on
the course, have produced an with 1,309 yards rushing, 340
average 10.2 per cent gain in rushing attempts, 17 touchdowns and 102 points scored.
distance.
He was among the national
It "has proved so sensational that even the tour pros have leaders in rushing, all-purpose
back orders waiting," the rushing and scoring.
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Handy-men, be Homeowners

BRANDON'S
.;re4 BITS
By Mike Brandon
Little League season opened last night and the other four
leagues in the Murray Baseball Association will be opening next
week.
Each scorekeeper in each league will be given a time to call in
his games ane I stress that the games must be called in at that
time in order .o get the results in the paper.
American Legion baseball will open Friday night at Holland
Stadium when Murray entertains Paducah Tilghman to a twinbill.
The first game will begin at 6 p.m.
There are going to be a lot of new faces on this year's club.
Only two men return from last year's team, those two being
catcher Mike Cathey and pitcher-second-baseman Dean Willis.
Murray will be a young club and the lack of any real pitching
depth will be the main obstacle for Coach Denny Potts and
Manager Ron Crouch.
The pitching rotation will center around Dan Thompson,
Charlie Rains and Willis. After those three, the rest of the mound
staff is short on experience.
The Legion will simply have the best players from Murray High
and Calloway County plus a couple of people who may be playing
but did not play for those two teams in the spring.
Murray State sprinter Fred Sowerby is counting on a strong
showing a week from Friday at the NCAA Meet in Baton Rouge.
Sowerby said recently that he wouldn't go if he thought he didn't
stand a chance of winning.
After the meet at Knoxville this weekend where Sowerby won
the MO, he complained of knee problems.
But if the knee is all right and Sowerby is healthy, then maybe
he can come back a winner like T-Bird did. T-Bird, of course,
being Tommy Turner.
Turner is now on a tour of France and competing against
European competition.

'Little League Has
Opening Games
Little League baseball opened
in Murray last night at the City
Park as two games kicked off
the ,1973 season.
In the first game of the
evening, the Reds used a 10 hit
attack and a grad slam home
run by Scott Barrow to belt the
Cubs 13-2.
The nightcap found the Twins
braking open a pitching duel in
the final innings to take a 5-1
win over Ube Cards.
The Reds exploded for six
runs in the first inning in their
win over the Cubs. The big blow
In the frame was the grand
slam by Barrow.
Terry Gibson, Clay Latimer
and Barrow all had two hits
apiece and each had a homer
David Mathis, Brad Taylor,
Fred Kemp and Mike Vaughn
all had a hit apiece.
For the losing Cubs, Timmy

Sports In
Brief
HORSE RACING
MONDAY
NEW YORK - Tentarn,
$16.60, captured the 8114,300
Metropolitan Handicap at Belmont Park.
CHERRY HILL - Knightly
Dawn, $16.40, galloped to a
triumph in the $131,200 Jersey
Derby at Garden State Park.
INGLEWOOD, Calif. Quack, $4.20, copped the $104,300 Californian Purse at Hollywood Park,
SUNDAY
INGLEWOOD, Calif. - Life
Cycle,$9.20, emerged victorious
in the $125,000 Hollywood Invitational at Hollywood Park.
BASEBALL .
ST LOUIS - Joe Pepitone,
who was obtained by the Atlanta Braves in a deal with the
Chicago Cubs on May 19. decided to retire again.
SAN DIEGO, Calif. -- A
gro4 of Washington D.C., businessmen purchased the San
Diego Padre baseball team for
a record $12 million from San
Diego banker C. Arnholt Smith
and will move the team to the
capital city for the 1974 season.
GOLF
ATLANTA - Jack Nicklaus
carded a one-over-par final
round 73 and held on to win the
8150,000 Atlanta Golf Classic
over Tom Weiskopf by two
strokes with a 272.
ICHIHARA, Japan -- Ben
Ards of the Philippines shot a
final round 70 for an eight-under-par 280 total and won the
957,692 Dunlop Golf Championship.
TENNIS
PARIS - Top-seeded Stan
Smith of Pasadena, Calif.,
topped Erik Van Dillen 6-2, 6-4,
6-7, 4-6, 6-1 in the French Open
Tennis Championships.
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Graham smacked a homer
while Bob Whitmer and Mark
Young each picked up a hit.
Gibson picked up the victory
on the mound for the Reds.
, The Cards got their only hits
the game, doubles by Randy
G4rland and John Denham, to
take a 1-0 first inning lead over
the Twins in the nightcap.
The Twins took advantage of
five walks in their half of the
fourth to score a pair of runs
and then added three more in
the skith to insure the win.
Alan Gibbs picked up a pair of
hits in the game for the Twins
while Thomas Kendall added
one.
Kendall went the distance on
the mound for the win and
struck out 16 betters in the
route going stint
The first game tonight in the
league at 6 p.m. will find the
Astros meeting the Yanks while
the A's and the Nate will meet in
the nightcap.

Nine Spectators And Driver
Hospitalized Following Crash
By MIKE HARRIS
Associated Press Sports Writer
INDIAN APOLIS(AP)- The
57th running of the Indianapolis
500-mile auto race was rescheduled for today with the pall of a
fiery, wrenching crash and an
ensuing torrential downpour
still hanging over the ancient
Speedway.
The crash came on the main
straightaway only seconds after
the lead cars of the 33-car field
had started the rain-delayed
race. It stunned the immense
crowd of more than 300,000 persons who had waited for four
hours.
The race was rescheduled for
10 a.m., EDT. The National
Weather Service predicted a 30
per cent chance of showers.
One driver, David "Salt"
Walther%25, of Dayton, Ohio,
was hospitalized by injuries received in the accident, as were
nine spectators. Walther was
listed in critical condition with
burns on 40 per cent of his
body, a broken left wrist and a
possible back injury.
Dr. Thomas Hanna, head of
the Speedway medical staff and

in charge of the infield hospital,
said most of the injured spectators suffered burns.
Drivers Mike Hiss and John
Martin received minor injuries
and were expected to be in the
field today if their cars could
be repaired in time.
Crews of the cars damaged in
the wreck-which involved nine
vehicles-and Speedway repair
crews worked throughout the
night to get both the cars and
the track ready for the race.
Walther's car rammed into
the wall, turned upside down
and exploded into flames. The
crash sent a shower of debris
that dented several other cars
and flew into the front rows of
the crowd only about 20 feet
from the track.
The crash sheared off two

steel poles supporting a cable
and wire mesh fence above the
wall, but the cables kept the
cars and bigger pieces of
wreckage from going into the
grandstand.
Only Walther's McLaren was
ruled out of the race.
Martin and Hiss both said
they felt their crews would
have their Eagle automobiles
ready to go. Lee Kunzrnan's
Eagle was questionable since it
sustained heavy damage, but
the crew insisted it would be
ready.
The race was scheduled to be
a total restart, with rows of
three where possible, and drivers moving up to fill the empty
spaces.
There were four showers, the
final one only 20 minutes after
the crash.
The front row-polesitter
Johnny Rutherford and former
champions Bobby Unser and
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) - Mark Donohue-was
not inRain again halted the 57th volved in the accident, nor
running of the Indianapolis 500- were three other former
chammile race today as the drivers pions, three-time winner A.J.
were making
the pace lap Foyt, Mario Andretti and Al
preparatory to the restart.
Unser.

BULLETIN

Doctors Treat Many
People At Indy 500
INDIANAPOLIS API-The
small white Speedway hospital
saw the highs and hangovers
from too much carnival and the
tan-as and bruises from Monday's blazing crash at the
aborted Indianapolis 500.
Dr. Thomas Hanna, speedway medical director, said at
least 250 persons were treated
from the time gates opened at
dawn to the time crowds left
the rain-soaked auto racing
arena in late afternoon.
"Wow, it was melodramatic,
a mixture of comedy and tragedy, the drunks and the dying,"
said Vera Stoll, 19, Santa Ana,
Calif., a race fan who took a
slightly injured friend to the infield hospital.
Most of the day's injuries
were -the general run" of cuts,
lacerations and minor campfire
burns, with some black eyes,
bruised bare feet and appendicitis, Hanna said.
But tension mounted as hospital helicopters droned overhead
and ambulances wailed to the
door, deliveririg the injured
from David "Ilalt" Walther's
first-lap crash.
"People got hurt from hor-

sing around, but now you see
the real thing," said a rag-tag
youth from Nashville, Tenn. He
decided against getting aspirin
for a beer-bust headache when
he saw the burn victims.
Families and friends prayed
and wept in a barren waiting
room, pleading for information
about the injured. Elaborately
coiffed and mascaraed women
who came for fun and admiration were drenched with rain
and flushed with tears.
Walther was rushed to the infield hospital in an ambulance
and spirited by helicopter to
Methodist Hospital here for
treatment of burns over 40 per
cent of his body. He was listed
In "stable but serious" condition.
Drivers Lee Kunzman, Mike
Hiss and John Martin arrived
by ambulance from the crash.
But they walked into the emergency room and were released.
At least 18 spectators were
treated at the infield hospital.
Five remained at Methodist for
treatment of burns.
Two young girls wearing
shorts and bathing suits were

Wilbur Wood Picks Up
Two Wins In Twinbill
By KEN RAPPOPORT
Associated Press Sports Writer
Wilbur Wood pitched a sixhitter Monday night. In two
games, that is, not one.
"Wilbur Wonderful" added a
pair of victories to his imposing
total with his latest work of art,
6-3 and 4-0 decisions over the
befuddled Cleveland Indians,
The rate Sox' Left Arm
went five innings in the first
game, continuation of a 16-inning suspended affair from Saturday night, and gave up two
hits and one unearned run. He
flred,a four-hitter in the regulation game to bring his record
to 13-3, the best by far in the
majors.
Incidentally, his 13 victories
are half the White Sox' total.
In the other American
League games, the Minnesota
Twins defeated the Baltimore
Orioles 10-3; the California Angels beat the Milwaukee Brewers 7-4; the Detroit Tigers
nipped the Oakland A's 4-3 and
the Kansas City Royals turned
back the Boston Red Sox 5-4.
Rain postponed a contest between the Nee York Yankees
and Texas Rangers.
In the National League, the
Pittsburgh Pirates trimmed the
Houston Astros 4-2; the Cincinnati Reds stopped the Chicago
Cubs 6-5; the San Francisco Giants trimmed the New York
Mets 6-5; the St. Louis Cardinals nipped the Atlanta Braves
3-2; the Los Angeles Dodgers
downed the, Philadelphia
Phillies 5-1 ale the Montreal
Expos nipped .the -4an Diego
Padres 7-6.
Jim Kaat. aided by a six-run
third inning, scattered 12 hits in
Minnesota's victory over Bath-

more. The left-hander survived
a shaky start and two homers
by Bobby Grich to notch his
sixth victory in eight decisions.
Steve Braun belted two
bases-empty homers for the
Twins, one in the fifth and another in the seventh. Also inchided in Minnesota's 12-hit attack was a two-run homer by
George Mitterwald, a 435-foot
shot into the right-field bullpen.
Harmon Killebrew's two-run
triple highlighted Minnesota's
game-breaking third inning.
Pinch-hitters Tom McCraw
and Winton fllenas came off the
bench to drive in runs in the

carried in on stretchers from
the stands where they were
showered with flames and blistering fuel.
The emergency room held
buckets and coolers of ice.
"It's fitting the rain started
after the crash. I can't believe
they're going to do this all over
again," said Robin Axelrod, 21,
Boston, whose cousin suffered
minor hand and facial burns.
The Speedway hospital and
eight first aid stators are
staffed by more than 200 physicians and nurses from around
the nation who volunteer their
services each year.
"It was busy, so busy I don't
think anyone had time to be affected deeply by what was happening," said Brian Olson, a
respiratory specialist from Hobart, Ind.
"But it was not an unusual
day," said Father L.A. Lindemann, 76, a Catholic priest
from Indianapolis who puffed
his cigar in the waiting room,
"waiting until they call me."
He's been administering last
rites at the track since 1937.
"Look on the lighter side,"
said one patrolman stationed at
the hospital. -There's been no
sunburn or sunstroke. There's
been no sun. so there's been
less drinking and leas fights."

THE

Great
Imperial

seventh inning, rallying California over Milwaukee.
Norm Cash's two-run homer
helped Detroit to a 4-0 lead and
the Tigers held on to beat Oakland for Joe Celeman's ninth
victory. Coleman hadn't given
up a hit in the nationally televised game until a two-out
double by Sal Bando in the
fourth
SATURDAY
NEW YORK - Windy's
Daughter, $6.80, held on to win
the $88,275 Mother Goose
Stakes by a nose at Belmont
Park.
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Chris Evert Nicklaus Getting
Wins Match Ahead Of Himself
In France

By
.BOB GREEN
Associated Press Golf Writer
PARIS ( AP) — Chris Evert
ATLANTA (AP) — For more
slugged her way past Renata than a decade, Jack Nicklaus
Tomanova of Czechoslovakia has been getting ahead of ev62, 6-3 Tuesday and reached the eryone else in professionaligolf.
women's quarter-finals in the Now, it seems, he is even getFrench Open Tennis Champion- ting ahead of himself.
ships
He's well ahead of the pace
The 18-year-old Wightruin he established last year
when
Cup star from Fort Lauderdale, he won seven titles—the most
Fla., is the Only American left of
his career in a single seain the women's event.
son—accumulated a record
Miss Evert, who is seeded to 8320,542, and won Player of the
meet Margaret Court of Aus- Year honors.
And he's far ahead of his own
tralia in the final, has dropped
only seven games in three timetable of preparations for
matches on the way to the defense of his U.S. Open Chamquarter-finals. Mrs. Court is pionship at Oakmont, Pa., June
also in the last eight but has 14-17, his next big goal of the
season.
dropped 19 games.
"I'm really surprised I
played this well," Nicklaus said
INGLEWOOD, Calif. — Card
after a front-running victory in
Table, 813.00, ran to an easy
the Atlanta Golf Classic last
victory in the $43,950 Princess
weekend, a triumph that was so
Stakes at Hollywood Park.
easy the rest of the Held admit-

tedly was playing for second
place, and runner-up Torn
Weiskopf suggested Nicklaus
should give the other pros some
handicap strokes.
He once led by as many as
nine strokes, and finished with
a 272 total, a record 16-underpar on the tough, hilly Atlanta
Country Club course.
His victory was worth $30,000
from the total purse of $150,000
and enabled him to regain his
customary spot atop the season's money winning list with
8176,064. Idle Bruce Crampton
dropped back to second with
$167,551.
In winning a record-tying 13
major championships and 48
American tour titles, Nicklaus
has followed a program of rigid
discipline in his scheduling, a
program built around and
aimed toward the major titles—
the Masters, U.S. and British
Opens and the PGA.

Three Strikes Won't Do
Trick For Messersmith
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
Associated Press Sports Writer
For it's 1...2...3 strikes you're
out at the old ball game.
At least, that's the way it always was until Andy Messersmith and Joe Ferguson of
the Los Angeles Dodgers decided to play a different tune
Monday night.
Messersmith became the first
pitcher in modern national
league history to fan the first
six batters at the start of a
game, and matched the major
league standard as he pitched
the first inning of the Dodgers'
5-1.victory over the Phillies.
In the second inning, the only
trouble was that Messersmith
was playing fast ball and catcher Ferguson was playing
passed ball.
Greg Luzinski struck out but
reached first when the third
strike got away from Ferguson.
Bill Robinson
and
Mike
Schmidt also fanned. Then Luziriski took second on another
passed ball before Bob Boone
broke the strikeout string with
an outfield fly.
Messersmith, who finished
with 12 strikeouts, picked up
No. 7 by getting Unser again in
the third...and again the pitch
escaped Ferguson for another
passed ball.. and again a batter
struck out only to wind up on
first base.
Elsewhere, the San Francisco
Giants held off the New York
Mets 6-5, the Cincinnati Reds
nipped the Chicago Cubs 6-5,
the Pittsburgh Pirates beat the
Houston Astros 4-2, the St.
Louis Cardinals edged the Atlanta Braves 3-2 and the Montreal Expos knocked off the San
Diego-Washington Lame Ducks
7-6 on Clyde Mashore's threerun pinch homer with two out
in the ninth inning.
In the American League, the
Chicago White Sox defeated
Cleveland 6-3 in a 21-inning
game suspended from Saturday
night and then took the regularly scheduled contest 4-0 as
Wilbur Wood won both games,
Detroit shaded Oakland 4-3,
California defeated Milwaukee
7-4, Kansas City nipped Boston
5-4 and Minnesota whipped Baltimore 10-3. The Texas-New
York game was rained out.
Bobby Bonds belted a home
run on the first pitch thrown by

rookie Tommy% Moore and
added a run-scoring single
when the Giants scored four
times in the second en route to
their victory over the Mets.
Juan Marichal boosted his
lifetime record against New
York to 26-5. He lost his shutout
bid on John Milner's two-run
homer in the sixth.
Joe Morgan singled home the
winning run with one out in the
ninth inning, providing the
Reds with a comeback 6-5 victory over the Cubs.
Dock Ellis, with help from

Wanted - more fans
By AL AMES
Copley News Service
While football, both pro and
college, is booming along,
baseball and horse racing are
battling to keep and create
new fans.
Survival for both could depend on some specific
changes — and the sooner the
better. However, since both
baseball and racing are mired
in tradition, it will probably
take an agonizing evolution
for either to get things done.
But that doesn't stop people
from making suggestions and
two men have spoken out recently. First, Bill Veeck, who
had some wild ideas in baseball years before Charley Finley came along, is now a racing owner in Laurel, Md. His
book, "30 Tons a Day," deals
not only with that amount of
fertilizer used by tracks but
also makes these argent
pleas.
—Run the,races faster with
less time between races.
— Have a variety of races,
including quarter horse contests in a Thoroughbred program.
— Lower the minimum
sized bet.
— Drop the wagering age to
18 on the notion if a person is
old enough to vote he or she is
old enough to bet.
-- Increase exactas and
twin exactas.
Veeck's first proposal may
draw some objections from

We Want Your
Home Loan

Federal Savings & Loan
Murray Branch
iness
Main at 7th St

three relievers, halted his personal five-game losing streak in
the Pirates' victory over Houston.
Rick Wise drove in what
proved to be the winning run
and pitched the Cardinals over
the Braves with ninth-inning relief help.
Mashore's
game-winning
blow for Montreal followed twoout singles by Hal Breeden and
John BoccabelLe and made him
the 18th player in major league
history to hit two consecutive
pinch homers.
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hard-core horseplayers. They
would insist that they need up
to 30 minutes between races to
handicap the next raoe.and to
buy and hopefully cash parimutuel tickets. True enough,
if you don't bet the time between races is boring, but the
sport is really not trying to
appeal to that breed.
Sal Bando of the World Series champion Oakland A's is
the subject of a story on.how
to improve the one-time national pastime. First off, he
admits that from a standpoint
of continuous action, he'd
rather watch football than
baseball.
"I'm worried about baseball," he says, "because it's
my living —and it's my recreation. It's a game I love and
a game millions of Americans
love, but I'm afraid_kat unless somebody does something quick to spice it up, that
love affair is going to fade."
If the Oakland infielder is
worried about the game, he'd
also better start worrying
about his .236 batting average
of last year. That's low even
for these days of the fading
.300 hitter.
Sal does have some pertinent ideas in Sport Magazine.
Specifically, he says baseball
should:
— Sharply reduce the time
allotted to infield practice and
batting practice.
— End the practice of pitchers and infielders warming up
each time they change sides.
— Stop throwing the ball
around the infield after each
strikeout.
— Adopt a rule that will
force the pitcher to make his
pitch at least 20 seconds after
the ball reaches him.
— Put the clock on both
teams to force them to change
sides in a 90-second period after the third out is made
--- Shorten the season.
— Shorten spring training.
— Make at least the second
game of a doubleheader a
seven-inning game instead of
nine.
Bando sums up by stating,
"I want to do all I can to promote the game, to pull customers into the park. I want to
feel we're competing on even
terms with pro football, that
our game really is the national pastime it once was. I want
baseball to go modern. It can
and witl if the reactionaries at
the top will let it The best way
to do it is to scrap hidebound
traditions and replace them
with new methods."

Salt Walther Listed
In Serious Condition

THREE-T1ME VICTOR: Louis Meyer (right in car) became the first three-time-winner
In Indianapolis 500 history when he drove his Ring Free Special to victory in 1936. Mechanic
Lawson Harris joined Meyer in the car at Victory Lane. Meyer's speed was a record 109.06.
He was the first winner of the Borg-Warner Trophy, which became the official symbol of
victory for the race that year.

McElroy Is Bettenhausen Asks
Becoming A
For Roll Cages
Bit Puzzled
NEW BRUNSWICK, N.J.
(AP) — What has happened to
Brian McElroy, winner of the
880 and mile races at the Quantico Marine Relays three weeks
ago?
The VWanova University runner was asking himself that today, following a dismal thirdplace performance in the mile
st the 97th IC4A Track and
Field Championships at Rutgers University Saturday. McElroy, co-captain of the
Wildcats, was clocked in 4:04.4,
the same as Harvard's John
Quirk, who caught him at the
tape.
Tony Colon of Manhattan, on
the strength of a 58-second
third quarter, was the winner
In 4:03.4.
Navy, winner of the team
title in the IC4A for the first
time since 1946 with 41 points,
will compete at Baton Rouge
Jim Gehrdes, coach of the
Middies, is entering his three
IC4A gold medalists—javelin
thrower Randy Charlsen ( 2319),
hammer thrower Ted Bregar
(meet record of 212-81 and shot
putter Scott Harney (6011%).
Three other IC4A marks were
established. Jim Kleiger of
Harvard cleared 16-7k4 in the
pole vault; Ken McBryde of
Manhattan leaped 52-2 in the
triple jump, and teammate
Mike Keogh was clocked in
13:25.2 in the three-mile run.
Maryland and Penn State finished in a tie for second place
in the team battle with 29°:
points. Manhattan was fourth
with 28, two more than Penn,
the defending champion.

By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
INDIANAPOLLS (AP) —
"How much longer are we going to let this go on?" fumed
Gary Bettenhausen, probing the
wreckage of David "Salt" Walther's 77 McLaren-Offy in the
Speedway's Gasoline Alley.
"We'll keep on having serious
injuries and deaths until we put
roll cages on these cars. I've
been fighting for them for a
long time. The drivers are 90
per cent in favor of them. Still
nothing Is done.
"Look how many deaths
we've had from cars that land
upside down. I'm one of the few
guys to walk away from such a
wreck. But the guys are just
too proud or something to go
for the cages."
The 25-year-old Walther was
the chief casualty in a nine-car
accident Monday on the first
lap of the rain-delayed--and ulpoltponed—Intimately
dianapolia 500.
His car hit the outside wall,
severed two support poles,
flipped over, spun and burst
into flames before the startled
eyes of spectators in the main
grandstand.
The driver was pulled from
the burning machine and flown
by helicopter to nearby Methodist Hospital. He was reported in
stable but serious condition
from burns on 40 per cent of
his body and a broken left
vrrist.
An hour after the flaming
crash, after most of the 350,009

Thinking About
His Decision
Si'. LOUIS (A?) — Joe Pepitone flew north, the Atlanta
Braves east and perhaps ne'er
the twain shall meet.
"We're both thinking," said
Braves' Vice President Eddie
Robinson, who Monday placed
the troubled Pepitone on a
plane for Chicago
Robinson, however, put Pepitone on baseball's disqualified
list before the Braves departed
for Pittsburgh and indicated
the player may wind up in Japan.
The disqualified list, Robinson explained, is made up of
players "who do something that
doesn't conform to their contract."
A trade by the Chicago Cubs
to Atlanta May 19 was cited
primarily as Pepitone's reason
for announcing over the weekend he would quit again.
But Monday he acknowledged, "A lot of things happened.
Everything hit me at once. I
don't know what I should do."
Pepitone, who had rat .267 for
the Cubs, played only three
games for the Braves and had
four hits in 11 times at bat for
a .364 average.

BASKETBALL
LIMA, Peru - The Soviet
Union defeated Cuba 84-51 and
assured itself of the men's
championship in the first world
basketball festival

Molar League
Leaders

RUNS BATTED IN—Bench,

Spectators treated and re- (in, 37; Ferguson, LA, 37
HITS—Bonds, SF, 66; Watleased Monday evening were
Htn, 60.
James Allen, 27, Romney, Ind.; son,
DOUBLES—Bonds, SF, 11;
Robert Riefler, 22, Alterton, Santo, Chi, 12; Cedeno, Htn, 12.
TRIPLES—Metzger, Mtn, I;
N.Y.; David Nelson, 33, DanSanguillen, Pgh, 4; Maddox,
ville, Ill.; Pauline Richardson, SF, 4; Matthews, SF, 4.
HOME RUNS—H.Aaron, Atl,
spectators had begun streaming 64, Lebanon, Ind.; Jerry Fahey,
11; Stargell, Pgh, 12.
out of the massive complex to 38, Rockford, Ill., and David
SjOLEN
BASES—Morgan,
CM, 21, Cede6o, Htn, 19.
await Tuesday's sicond try at Keller, 38, Perrysville, Ind.
PITCHING
(5
Decisional—
the race, Walther's garage on
Walther, a 25-year-old Day- Billingham, (in. 7-1, .875, 2.95;
the north end of the alley was
Reuss, Htn, 6-1, 857, 2.43.
ton, Ohio, driver, was listed in
ST R K EOUTS—Carlton, Phi,
as grim as a wake.
82. Sutton, LA, 69
Inside, in a funereal atmosAMERICAN LEAGUE
BATTING (6$ at bats)—
Canadian Games
phere, a concerned BettenhauBlomberg. NY, 396; Kirkeen, whose own father had
KC, 370
OMAHA, Neb. (API — Both patrick,
crashed and died on the old
RUNS--Mayberry, KC, 36;
trick and concrete oval, and attendance and mutuel handle Otis, KC, 34
RUNS BATTED
Walther's chief mechanic, Torn records were broken at the berry, KC, 47, Melton,IN—MayChi, 35.
AkSar-Ben
race
track
Monday
HITS—Otis, KC, 59; Mums?,
Smith, probed the wreckage of
NY,
53
as
Haveago
won the 225,000
"No. 77" with the care of a surDOUBLES—Kirkpatrick, KC,
added King's Handicap.
geon.
12, Roias, KC, 12.
Attendance
TR
I PLES—E.Brinkman, Det,
was
29,599
or
Roll cages—the need for
4, 9 Tied With 3.
them—were an integral part of about 4,000 more than on MeHOME
R U NS —mayberr y,
Bettenhauaen's analysis. The mortal Day in 1871. Mutuel KC, 13; Duncan, Cie, 10;
D May, MI, TO, Melton, Chi,
handle
was
about
$1,711,150,
Indy type cars have a high
10. D Allen, Chi, 10
headrest, which partly protects $45,000 more than on July 5,
STOLEN
BASES—North,
Oak, 16, Harper, Bsn, 11.
the driver, but not cages, bars 1971.
PITCHING (5 DecIsIons)—
built a foot or so high around
Haveago, owned by Kenneth Colborn, Mil, 5 1, .833, 2.21;
the driver's seat.
Opstein, a South Sioux City, Holtzman, Oak, 9 2, 1118, 1.67.
STRIKEOUTS N Ryan, Cal,
"They are compulsory now Neb., insurance man, and rid- 107,
Singer Cal, 93
on sprint cars and midget cars, den by J. L. Lively, paid $6.80,
every kind of car except $3.60 and $4. Canadian Jeff of
Roberto De Vicenzo of Arthese," Bettenhausen said. "I the Van Berg stable paid $5.20
remember one year six men and $4.20 and Haveago's stable- gentina and Mexico won the
were killed in sprint races mate Mambrino ran third in Panama and Caracas Open golf
tournaments in February.
when their cars turned over. the Opstein entry.
Since the cages were installed,
I know of only two."
Art Pollard, killed in a practice spin prior to this year's
time trials, was in a similar accident. Bettenhausen had his
car turned eight flips before
landing upside down in 1969 at
Milwaukee.
"I was just lucky," he said.
"Later I told one of the drivers that we should have protective cages, and he just laughed
at me. I felt like knocking his
teeth in."

Tennis Stars Wanting
Some
More Authority
Joe Pepitone Is
By GEOFFREY MILLER
Associated Press Sports Writer
PARIS (AP) — The world's
top tennis stars are turning on
the pressure in a bid to get a
bigger say in the running of the
game.
The 92-strong Association of
Tennis Professionals was meeting today during the French
Open Championships to decide
on strategy before a key meeting with the International Lawn
Tennis Federation later in the
week,
The players, who have South
Africa's Cliff Drysdale as their
president, want to decide seedings in the top tournaments.
They may decide to boycott
the London Grass Court Championships at Queens' Club,
which traditionally is the last
big warmup tournament before
Wimbledon. Queen's Club this
year is scheduled to start June
18, along with another tournament at Eastbourne.
Jim McManus, ATP secretary from Berkeley, Calif.,
said: "We consider the prize
money at these two tournaments is not enough.
A cigarette firm which is
sponsoring the two tournaments
has said it will not increase the
prize money, which totals $67,000 for the two events.
Meanwhile, Chris Evert, 18year-ol‘Wightman Cup heroine
from Port Lauderdale, Fla.,
was ready to resiune her bid
for the French wonain's title_ .
Her third round match
against Renata Tomanova of
Czechoslovakia, which was canceled Monday because of rain,

INDIANAPOLIS ( AP)—Race "serious" and "critical" condidriver David "Salt" Walther tions most of the late afternoon
and three Indianapolis 500-mile and evening. Spokesmen at
race fans remained hospitalized Methodist declined to state
today with burns suffered in whether the "stable but
the race's blazing first-lap serious" report showed an imcrash Monday.
provement.
Walther, the most severely
He suffered a broken left
Injured when his car cartwheel- wrist and burns over his face
ad and exploded into flames, and body in the crash that endremained in "stable but ed with him trapped beneath
serious" condition at Methodist his overturned car at the south
Hospital early this morning end of the main straightaway.
with burns over 40 per cent of The front of his helmet was
his body.
torn off in the accident.
The five fans were among 18
spectators injured as burning
fuel and debris spewed from
the nine-car accident seconds
after the rain-delayed start of
the Indy 500.
Sue Rankin, 15, and Diana
LEADERS
Dazey, 14, both of Wingate, B y THE ASSOCIATED
PRESS
Ind., remained in serious condiNATIONAL LEAGUE
tion with burns, while Dorothy
BATTING (SS at bats)—ModWest, 51, also of Wingate, was dos, SF, 362: Watson, NM,
351.
listed in fair condition with
RUNS—Bonds, SF, 50; Wat•
burns.
son, NM, 15; Wynn, Htn, 35.

was rescheduled for today.
Only four men's singles
matches were finished Monday,
when the program was delayed
for six hours by rain.
Stan Smith, favorite for the
title from Pasadena, Calif.,
took more than 21
/
2 hours to
beat his U.S. Davis Cup doubles
partner Erik van DWen of San
Mateo, Calif., 6-2, 6-4, 6-7, 4-6,
6-1 and reach the last 16
Today, Smith was due to receive the annual Fair Play
Award from UNESCO

Lake Barkley
To Host Boat
Race In July
Lake Barkley near Cadiz will
be the site of another International Outboard Motorboat
Race this summer according to
Claude Fox, Secretary of the
National Outboard Association.
The event is scheduled for July
28 and 29 in Blue Springs Bay
near Lake Barkley State Resort
Park
This year's event will feature
some of the fastest boats in the
world as nine world records
were brOen last year on the
course. The one mile course is
.laid out in shallow water to give
the _boats Jin extra lift. The
races will feature 12 different
classes in the two day event
sponsored locally by the Cadiz
Rotary Club.

Breathe
deep,
honey.

(wen clean the air you breathe)
During the next 24 hours, she'll breathe about
16,000 quarts of air. Her nose and lungs will filter
out the dirt and pollen.
Or.. . you can let a Honeywell Electronic Air
Cleaner sniff up most of that stuff before shtdoes.
The Honeywell clean air machine fits r-lht in
the ductwork of your air conditioning system. It
traps up to 99% of all the pollen . . and up to
95% of all the smoke,
The Honeywell
dust, dirt and other airclean air machine.
borne particles passing through it.
So when you cool
the air in your home,
be sure to clean it, too.
And really air condition it!. . with the
Honeywell Electronic
Air Cleaner.
She'll breathe clean11 fits right In the ductwork
er. So will you. Your
--And you enjoy the clean
jur benefits all year round'
air conditioner will
'during the heafing, COoling
work more efficiently.
and ,y-between seasons
And your house will
stay cleaner longer
Honeywell.
10.111..11 I onlIp.111,
W7-%111.
,
4,

with the Honeywell
clean air machine.

*Let us help you clean your

air 14 hvn

ion cool it

Freed-Cotham Company

—

802 Chestnut Murray, Kentucky
Phone (502) 753-4832
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causes outlined
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THOMAS EAKINS-A PAINTER AHEAD OF HIS TIME
Thomas Eakins, who lived most of his
life in Philadelphia and died in 1916, was a
painter considered to be one of the foremost realists in American art.
Eakins was interested in anatomy, mathematics and science, is well as painting, but
he decided upon a career as a painter and,
in 1866, went to Paris where he spent three
/ears.in rigorous study at the Ecole des
Beaux-Arts (School of Fine Arts). He bier
studied for a time in Spain where he was
much influenced by the works of the 17th
century Spanish painters, especially Velasquez whom he always acknowledged his
ideal.
In 1870, at the age of 26, he returned to
Philadelphia; there, he set up his own Studio in his fither's house and continued his
studies of anatomy at Jefferson Medical
College.
In these early years, he painted the life
he saw around him, simple domestic
scenes, his family and friends. Philadelphia
views. He liked sporting subjects, boxing
matches, sailing and sculling races, lone
rowers in the Schuylkill. All his work was
powerfully realistic, but even the calmest
most matter-of-fact scenes exposed intense
feelings just below the surface. In later
years, when he turned almost exclusively.
to portraiture, it was this gift of psychological penetration which gave his works
their special vitality.
Eakins began instructing-it the Pennsylyania Academy of the Fine Arts in 1876.
In 1882 he became its director. During his
tenure there, he succeeded in changing radically the basic course of study. He included in the curriculum a thorough study of the nude body, incorporating anatomy
'and dissection, and a study of scientific
perspective. These innovations, which seem
innocuous today, were revolutionary in his
time.
Although his methods exerted a very
healthy influence, they were in constant
conflict with the prudish tastes of his day.
In his fervor to teach the kind of candid
anatomy he had himself been taught in
Paris, he one day undraped a male model
before a mixed class and so scandalized the
iuthorities that he was forced to resign.
A group- of his students left the Academy with him and subsequently started the
Art Students League orPhiladelphiti. an in-

By BENJAMIN SHORE
Copley News Service

Philadelphia Museum of Art Photo

Portrait of Eakins by his Wife
stitution which lasted for about six years
with Eakins as its principal.
He was also an expert photographer and
in the late 1880's he made many valuable
photographic studies of human and animal
locomotion. Although he is best known as
a painter, Eakins was also a sculptor. His
interest in boih sculpture and photography
affected his mode of painting. He often
photographed his subjects before painting
them, and, in many cases, he also made
studies in clay of the people or scenes he
was 'planning to paint. It is not surprising,
therefore, to hear art ?critics discuss the.
"sculptural" qualities of his work's.
Eakins' portraits are always arresting to
see. He was a master at portraying the human body and features, but he was also
uncompromising in exposing complexities
and elements of character, which did not
always please his sitters. His famous
painting "The Gross Clinic" depicts a surgical operation in progress; its powerful realism shocked a large portion of the public,
but established his reputation as undisputed leader in a new field of naturalism.
As is generally true with pioneers,
Eakins was not appreciated by his contemporaries. He lived and painted in an age
which glorified the exotic and ornate,
while he succeeded- in finding the classic
and heroic in the commonplace. Shortly
before his death, he was honored and recognized, but it was left to later generations
to accord him the stature he deserved.

(
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WASHINGTON - The
Americsin oil industry says
there are many actions the
federal government and the
public could take to soften the
impact of the growing gasoline shortage.
In recent testimony before a
Howe committee, Frank N.
Ikard, president of the American Petroleum Institute, said
consumer demand for gasoline exceeds the industry's
production capability.
Nowhere in his statement
ckd Ikard allude to allegations
by many members of Congress that the major oil companies have deliberately held
gasoline off the market to
drive the price up and put independent dealers out of business.
But many congressional
critics of the industry's response to the gasoline shortage do not argue with Ikard's
main points:
1 Consumer demand for
gasoline increased 6.3 per
cent in 1973, the largest annual increase since 1955. More
cars are on the road and they
are getting fewer miles to the
gallon because of pollutioncontrol devices, air conditioning and automatic transmissions.
2. Domestic refineries, operating at capacity, are producing 13 million barrels of
petroleum products daily, but
the need is for 17 million barrels this year. Refineries
must turn crude oil into not
only gasoline but also heating
oil, diesel fuel and other products.
3. Environmental protection has ruled out coal as fuel
for electricity-generating
plants, forcing utilities to use
more distillate fuel oil. In
1967, utilities burned 8,900
barrels a day.
NUT I TlLOtTT14lKA
eAT'THE AAP
FREW

OFF OR CI.IXOLATE BUNNY!,

AUTOS FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

In 1972, mainly because of
opposition to pollutants from
much of the coal and heavy
oils and because of shortages
of natural gas, utilities consumed 186,000 barrels of distillate fuel oils daily. This
meant less production of
gasoline
Ikard, whose petroleum inall
represents
stitute
branches of the industry, had
these suggestions for Congress as it seeks answers to
the growing energy crisis:
1. Relax the environmental
standards in some areas to allow a return to freely available coal and heavy oils until
suitable and sufficient energy
sources are available.
"The Environmental Protection Agency announced on
May 7 that average sulfur oxides concentrations in 32
American cities had decreased by about 50 per cent
between 1964 and 1971," Ikard
noted.

BY OWNER; two wooded lots,
Sharpe Street, beside park, near
center,
schools, shopping
university. Phone (606)549June 18C
2494.

1947 CHEVROLET cab and
new
chassis, one ton, dual wheel,
327.
V8,
heater,
tires, radio.
M30C
Phone 436-2162.

SERVICES OFFERED

THANK
YOU!!

MONTE CARLO-1971, air,
People of Calloway
and brakes, factory
steering
TRI-LEVEL four bedroom, extra
mags, green with white vinyl County, for your busines
large rooms, central heat and air
reof. $2575.00. Phone 753-9997 or
from
miles
9
well,
(gas), good
JIC
753-8606.
Murray, 5 minutes from lake.
Phone 436-2205 after 5:30 p.m. BUICK SPORTS wagon-1969,
June 4C
power and air, new tires. Low
Excellent condition.
COUNTRY LOTS; treks, water, mileage.
from 9:00 a.m.- CARPET
CLEANINGfireplugs. Extra large. High and Phone 753-7381
through
Monday
5:04)
p.m.,
Commercial or
Professional.
Phone
$3500.00.
rains.
dry after
M29C
prices.
Friday.
reasonable
at
residential
June 28C
Sam Harris 7534061.
Free estimate. Will furnish
PONTIAC-1968 Catalina, two references. Phone Handyman,
ONE ACRE on Blood River Bay,
June 29C
hardtop, excellent condition. 753-5827.
door
off Kentucky Lake, across from
J1C
Lakewav Shores and Panorama Phone 753-3163.
PAINTING. EXTERIOR, inShores. Good private location.
VROLET PICKUP truck- terior. Commercial or residenAdjoining T.V.A. boundary. ,„, good condition, with cattle
tial. All work quality guaranteed.
$6,000.00. Phone 436-2427 or 753• racks. $400.00. Phone 753For free estimates phone SamE697.
M3OP mie
3237.
&
Painting
Atkins
BY OWNER; house and lot in
Decorating, Hardin, Ky., 437M29C 1962 INTERNATIONAL Travel 4534.
Almo. Phone 753-5472.
June 7C
all, $200.00. Phone 7537238.
M3ONC WANT TO do baby-sitting in my
MUSIC
home for three to four year old
"speed,6 children. Can furnish references.
PIANO TUNING and Repair. musTANG_1667, thr
M31C
Jerry Cain, 753-8712. Registered cylinder, $650.00. Phone 7534646 Phone 753-9429.
"Of course, there have been craftsman Piano Technician afters:00pm.
M29C
FOR ALL your additionsfurther reductions since 1971. Guild.
TFC
or
In view of this substantial
1-1969, power steering, remodeling, residential
MACH
or old. Free
New
progress, it may well be that
commercial.
four
390
player,
tape
TUNING-Repair- factory
,TFC
some relaxation of the timeta- PIANO
estimates. Call 753-6123.
Prompt expert speed. Phone 753-4547, ask for
ble for achieving much lower rtbuilding.
Dan.
concentrations is justified if it service. 15 years experience.
JIP ROY'S LOCKSMITH Service.
can help ease the current en- Rebuilt pianos for sale. Ben W
TFC
Phone Paris,642-6551.
Dyer, Murray, Kentucky, . Phone COUGAR ELIMINATOR-1972.
ergy situation."
of
TFC 302 Boss four speed. Sharp!!
753-8911.
2. Speed up the issuance
JERRY''S REFINISHING &
$1450.00. Phone 7534051.
M31C
permits for nuclear electric
Built Furniture, 6 miles
Custom
power plants. Coupled with
South of Murray on Hwy. 641.
increased use of coal, this
Jerry McCoy, owner. (502) 492would "substantially relieve"
OLDSMOBILE WAGON-1961
TFC
8837.
the demand for oil.
Good condition. Phone 7533. Consumers must use less
4639.
M31C
energy. For example, gasoPAINTING: Willie's Interior &
drop
would
consumption
Free
line
Painting.
FORD LTD-1971 Country Exterior
11 per cent if highway speed
8:00
753-4832,
Phone
estimates.
Squire station wagon. Air and all
limits were lowered from 60 to
hitch. Phone 753- a.m. to 4:00 p.m. or 753-7484, after
trailer
power,
50 miles per hour.
June 5C
M29C 4:00p.m.
3078.
Ikard also echoed these prePICKUP-1970, PROFE-SSIONAL CLEANING;
vious industry recommendaCHEVROLET
I Bought My Form Thmugh o
tions for long-term solutions:
excellent condition. Has camper carpets, furniture, floors and
Master, all you
lefAtELAR
The deregulation of the field
and cap. Automatic tran- walls. Service
I IlLulf My Born With Material
about cleaning.
know
to
need
slice of natural gas to stimuAdvertised in a
smission, power steering and
Phone Mayfield collect 247-7333.
MANIA!?
late companies to explore for
all
tires,
ply
10
wide
brakes,
I Sought My Tractor Through a
June 5C
more supplies; construction
deluxe equipped. Phone 753,
W.A2CLAII
of a pipeline to get the oil
I
because
Bott•r
LIVIDS
M29C'JOHN'S REPAIR Service.
My Family
9465.
good and buy Through th•
down from Alaska's North
Plumbing-electrical-roofing and
Slope and an expansion of fedBUICK SKYLARK-1972, blue, carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or
tracts
drilling
of
eral leasing
black vinyl top. Power and air, 753-7625 nights.
TFC
on the outer continental shelf.
WO •
low mileage. Mag wheels. Can be
or
Sales
seen at Darnell Marine
Also, Ikard said, new deepbrush
WILL DO trash and
phone 436-2348 after 6:30 p.m.
water ports are needed to acM30C
hauling. Reasonable rates. Phone
commodate supertankers
TFC
753-6130.
which make transportation
ctAssiinee azii
costs lower. EnvironmentalDODGE VAN-1965. Can be seen
ists have docked such faciliat 605 Main Street.
M29C
ASPHALT PAVING-driveways,
ties in many coastal states.
CHRYSLER NEWPORT-1969, parking tots, seal coating. For
These
recommendations
four door, vinyl roof, air, power free estimate phone Joe Ford
were also the major thrust of
Company,
steering and brakes. Phone 753- Construction
President Nixon's energy
May 30C
M29C Mayfield, 247-6937.
6475.
in
April.
message to Congress

Carl R.
Howard

CALL

“AcTion Line753-1916

The
Ledger & Times

BLON DIE

SCARBOROUGH PLUMBING &
WANT TO BL Y
-Electric. Complete pump repair
BUYER OF Standing timber. service. Let us check your old
DOM nen
A L tt
also logs, pulp wood. Phone 753- pump for you before you buy a
N OR0 MOOR MOM
June 4C
new one. 24 hour emergency
•MO1IM3 MO 003 4147.
ROOM MOMMM WANTED ANTIQUES and service. Phone 753-5543. M31NC
00000000 MB
000M0 MOO MOM treasurers in excellent condition.
OM DOM OMO BO Write giving details to Box 637,
MMM ORM MOM Cadiz, Ky. 42211.
June 7C
NO MMMORIOMO
MEOMO MOOM
AMU OM MIIMOMO
PEST CONTROL
ORM mom OMOM
0013 OMR ODOM FOR THE best,in pest control

Crossword Puzzle
DOWN

ACROSS
1 Priest's
vestments
5 StrIk•
9 The unit
12 D•posit of
sedim•nt
13 Goddess of
you IS
N
14 Sesame
15 El•g
17 Shellfish
19 Part of
t r
;
:
t e
n
pib
21 la

THE PHANTOM

22 Crate
24 French article
25 Devoured
26 Exist
27 Signify
29 River in
Siberia
31 Posssssiv•
pronoun
32 Alternating
current
(abbr.)
,3,3_8roiher of
Odin
34 In favorof
35 A state
(abbr 1
36 Thing done
38 Tetered
C towthwag.
39 si

BEATLE BAILEY
LI5TEN! I'VE MADE (A6A MATTER OF FACT
1VE EVEN WRfTTEN AN
5Cei4E SAT
ARTICLE AND GENT IT
INNOVATION5.,
TO LIFE MAGAZINE
ISEAND THE
MEG INDEED.'

A6 x GEE TT,
WE'VE GOT TO
5TOP DENS BEHIND
THE TiME6
AROUND HERE

40 Baseball
organization

Answer to yesterday a rarzral

1 Snak•
2 Girl's
nickname
3 Consecrate*
4 vapid
5 Quiet'
6 infuse
7 French
priest
Edible seed
2 Rock
10 Clue
11 Appellation
of Athena
16 Prefix dpwn
18 Tardy
20 Choos•
22 Son of
Adam
23-Aspiring to
be artistic
(Cello(' 1
25 Solar disk
27 Freshwater
fish

43 Winter precipitation
44 Portico
45 A state
)abbr
47 High mountain
40 Perform
50 Cry of goat
63 Latin conjunction

28 Convex
molding
29 Spoken
30 II arshilil
34 Gift
36 Id •dicinal
shrub
37 Buries
39 Old womanish
41 Weird
42 Comfort

service and termite control call
Superior Exterminating ComTFC
pany,753-7266.
FOR SALE OR TRADE

•Papering
•Painting
•Panelling
•Ceiling Tile
Complete Home

Remodeling
FREEisiNATE

Bill Houghton

1972 TURI3OCRAFT jet boat. 200
H.P. Chrysler engine. 18' boat, all
753-0161
accessories and equipment.
WILL DO any type of carpenter
Used 10 hours. Phone 436M30C work. Large or small jobs. New
2427.
10
.:';':'9
7
8
7
I
6
I
4:4.45
4
3
2
1
or remodeling Phone /53:4111
7955
4
May 30('
12
4.-4
.ICk.,..4
SERVICES
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18
'17
16
15
..
CARPETS PROFESSIONALLY
R itilfeiSPHALT,'Paving. Quality
.W.:•, 19
L..X
••••'.' 21
.
20
..•..
steam cleaned. Phone Carpet
,;.4..4:.
"'Wert
gliaraneed.
and
Business
_
r"
Master 489-2504.
TFC
25 \
•...-.,
..... 2.
22 23
.....t...,
residential. Free estimates
'•".'..
6
.
5
28
29
26
<:.,..,...,:: 27
Phone day or night Mayfield 247- FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
.
1....4„.
7201.
TFC Installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC
:-::33
r34
..'•
31
.4"

I ys
Llambpr re
41 (b
42 Slave
44 Rocks
46 Enliven
48 Choice part
Si The sun
52 Learning
54 Peruvian In 55 Female
y me gone
T
b
shep56 i
57 Girls name
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51
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BULLDOZER WORK; trucking, WILL MOW and clean yards.
M31C
also bank gravel, fill dirt and Phone 436-2389,
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138,
or 354-8161, after5:00 p.m. TFC PAINTING-HOMES, churches.
prices
KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest`commercial. Reasonable
For free
and
quality.
guaranteed
Control, phone 753-3914 100 South
13th Street, "Every day you detailed written estimate call
437-4712
delay lets bugs have their way." Clayton & Jarvis at
( Wadesboro
TFC
June 5P

LIU ABNER
NANCY
M E, TOO --- I
HOPE SHE'LL
ASK ME TO

I'M SURE
E N JOYING
I PM AS
PARTY,

SING

/
,
LUCK
HE
HOW KIK) AFIYONE
IYDN'T
ESE A KlUCLa.cLFts
PHYSICIST \NIF.T14' TRY
IT 0/..I
BOSS ALLOS TRYIhr
ME!!
'EM
TO PUSS

41201

Me:

-

II
5-29

WW1
CASTT_A

AH LI KES
CHIL LON HAPPY.

IT'S WHAT AH
ouLP!-USED
BEA
TO Do,BEFO'
CI-4ARLEY 04130CLISV
04ARLay? 'AH GOT
WANTED
LIBERATED!!
WONAN

$CHOOLS
OUT!!-HERE
COME TH
IKINERCENTS.

A STuPID.
LOCWW"t-HuCKLJA/
CHARLEY." LE
E
,
WORK 77-I "CHAAK,
FOR A DOLLAR GAG
ON HER!!

DUPLE
unfurnis
preferr
Phone 7!

THREE
Phone
more lit

FOUR
garage
Availab
1579.

THREE
apartini
$75.00 p4
898-3216
A

AUCTII
2, 10:0C
Lynn G
large a
rdture
two or
will be
bedrooz
color 'I
automa
ment s
fancy
cabinet
tables,
pie saft
of Oct
ching
large 1
cludini
water
kinds,
Hockin
hull,
Japan,
cans, 5.
three e
Germa
mantle
of jars
pots an
and dir
Extra
too ma
and de
For
Miller

Chen

PLEA
descri'
selor's
or full
and C
interv
2416.

WAN1
full t
insuri
'comps
after

29, 1973

IT'S EASY

To Place Your
Ledger & Times...

tED

FOR RENT

WANT-ADS

Friendly, EDxiapierAienced
Ad-Visor at ...
CARD OF THANKS

FOR SALE

FOR RENT

The family of Mn. Guide
Geurin wishes to thank everyone
for their kindness shown her
before her death. Also thanks to
everyone for their food, cal/s,
flowers, prayers and their expressions of concern during ow
recent sorrow A special thank
you to Mrs F.B. Outland. and
family
1TP

...■ TEN SPEED bicycle, excellent
J1C
condition. Phone 753-9693.

ray
nines

I
I

h•

14' POLAR Craft Jon boat, 94s
H.P. Evinrude motor with Moody
trailer,$525.00. Phone 753J1P
4145.
SAILBOAT, 20' Vivacity Math,
Jib and genoa sails, 6 H.P.
Johnson, sleeps four, head, other
extras. Phone 753-5497 after 5:00
M29C
p.m.

fr-4 G-

ircial or
le prices.
furnish
indyrnan,
June 29C

NOTICE

IOR, in• residenaranteed.
one Samting
Ky., 437June 7C

ANTIQUE LOVE seat with
matching chair and platform
rocker, solid mahogany, lions
head arms and claw feet.
Beautiful upholstery. Perfect
condition. Phone 753-7381 from
9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. Monday
M29C
through Friday.

ing in my
• year old
eferences
M31C

GO TO THERLLEGE SHOP

BALDWIN PRACTICE piano,
tones, 411 height.
excellent
Settee-wood arms, vinyl cover,
length.
ptunpkin color, full
MOP
Phone 489-2824.

FOR SALE
ICIRBY VACUUMS-The shag
rug specialist that adjusts to any
carpet. New and used vacuums
For demonstration
for sale.
phone Mike Hutchens, your local
Kirby distributor. 753-0752 or 753June 23C
0359.

'OR SALE
HIDE-ABED sofa, early
American; hardrock maple
poster bed with 5 drawer chest to
match; bookcase; glass daisy
table. Moving, must sell. Phone
M30C
753-7897.

Moly Mix, Solo,
& Dyanap
See
Rurray
Warenuse Corp.

Tuxedo Rental
t r
f
by A

IT
ICOLLEGESHOP

EANING;
loors and
r, all you
cleaning.
A 247-7333.
June 5C

Service.
)ofing and
897 days or
TFC

0

SALE

0

NOTICE

THURSDAY, MAY 31st
is the last day to purchase
City of Murray
Business Privileat and
Vehicle Licenses
(City Stickers)
to avoid a 10% Penalty that will be
added June 1st.

brush
id
'Les Phone
TFC

iriveways,
sting. For
Joe Ford
ompany,
May 30C
TMBING &
imp repair
r your old
you buy a
miergency
M31NC

31/2x5 Color Photo

DAVID HILL
753-6740
or see David Hill tonight
at the graduation

For Your

SOYBEAN

No Waiting

I

Have Your Picture
Taken As You Receive
Your Diploma!!

UNWANTED PREAGNANCY?
Contact Preagnancy Counseling
Service, phone toll free 141004274320. A non profit
June 1C
organization.

STARCRAF1'CAMPERS. Shasta
BEAUTIFUL SIAMESE kittens, 0
and Golden Falcon, travel ARMSTRONG'S best line of 4 ply in blue point and seal point. Also
trailers. Phone 753-6650. May MC nylon whitewall tires.
two bred gilts. Phone 753-8258,
INOCULATION
M31C
atter 4:30 p.m.
or 15" -$16.60 + $2.11
14
x
775
A.
TRUCK LOAD sale Thomas
825 x 14 or 15" - $17.11 + $2.27
Edison air conditioners. 10,000
CHEST TYPE freezer, 21 cubic
855:14 or 15" - $18.14 + $2.43
$233.00.
BTU,
17,000
BTU,$184,25.
supreme 4 foot, good condition. Commode,
Custom
Armstrong
20,000 BTU, $260.62. 23,000 BTU,
ply polyester 78 series whitewall lavatory, double kitchen sink, all
$285.00. 26,000 BTU,$318.40. Roby
good conditiion. Phone 753-2889
tires.
Benton,
68,
Highway
Sales,
J4C
after 4:00 p.m.
15" -$17.40+ $2.42
or
F78:14
June 11C
Kentucky.
G78 x 14 or 15" - $18-27 +$2.80
21" TELEVISION,Philco console
BOY'S 20" Schvrinn bike and two H78 x 14 or 15" -$19.51 + $2.80
Closed Memorial Day,
model, black and white, two
girl's bikes. Phone 753-9393. M29C J78 x 14 or 15"- $19.70 + $2.105
May tlith
Armstrong's best line of years old. Excellent condition,
M31P
753-0168.
Phone
$100.00.
Old
whitewall
belted
Concord Rd
OFFICE DESK and chair. Phone Polyester Slaw
Phone 753-8220
J1C tires.
753-6000.
F78:14 or 15" - $20.30 + $7.54
S.
NOTICE
GM:14 or 15" - $20.89 + 82.73
g
LIKIllivi
WILWIIIMILIWILMICI
H78 x 14 or 15" - $21.98 + $41.96
(Across from MSU Library)
,P Carpet and Paint 0 .178 x 14 or 15" - $22.43+$3.02
L78 x 14 or 15" - $24.73 + $3.13
214 No. 15th Street / P
Phone 753-3242
Armstrong's best line of
$
$ Hughes Paint Store
polyester steel belted whitewall
491 Maple St
DUPLEX,TWO bacirooms, SLEEPING ROOMS for men.iewlikwiwkwukmukvoikwaM tire&
F78:14 or 15" -$23.13+ $2.68
unfurnished apartment. Couple furnished, private entrance, air
refrigerator. 1973 HONDA 350cc, like new. G78 x 14 or 15" - $24.27 + $2.87
preferred. Available June 1. conditioned,
M31C Zimmerman Apartments, South Late 1972 250cc Honda Phone 753- H78x 14 or 15" - 525.58 + $3.10
Phone 753-7486 days.
glass
M29C 6564
16th. Phone 7534809.
M29C Armstrong Polyester
belted wide 70 series with raised
THREE BEDROOM trailer.
white letters.
Phone 753-0464 or 753-3135 for
J4C NICE CLEAN, two bedroom YAMAHA -1972, 250cc, will G70 x 14 or 15" - $23.01 + $2.86
more information.
H70 x 14 or 15" $23.81 + $3.09
mobile home, private front yard,
accept reasonable offer. Phone
nylon glass belted
FOUR BEDROOM unfurnished city water, garbage pick up 767-2552 after 5:CO p.m.
M29C Armstrong
2102
Court,
with raised white
Lakeway
series
60
wide
furnished.
garage.
garage apartment with
miles east of Murray. Phone 753letters.
Available now. Phone 753M30C 7' CULT'IPACKER, $50.00. r %11.a.14or 15" -$25.53 + $3.18
M31C 8216, after 5:00 p.m.
1579.
disc,$50.00. T.V. antenna, $20.00. LlOxl4orlS"-$28.44+$3.66
home,
BEDROOM
THREE
well pump, complete. Armstrong's best highway
Shallow
THREE ROOM unfurnished
ap- Phone 753-4091.
M29C tread truck tire, tube type.
apartment at 213 Elm in Murray. available ,ns(w._ Kitchen
$125.00 per
850 x 16-8 ply, $20.93 + $2.58
$75.00 per month. Phone Paducah pliances furnished.
753or
753-9942
Phone
670 x 15-8 ply, $20.69 + $2.40
month.
J4P
898-3218 for information.
MC
8958.
APACHE CAMPER-1972, with 700x 15 - 8 ply,$21.87 +12.80
canopy, sleeps six. Excellent 750x 16 - 8 ply,$3.07 + $3.69
AUCTION SALE
FURNISHED APARTMENTS, condition. Phone 753-1380. M29C 825 x 20 - 10 ply,$54.16 + $6.14
living room, kitchen, bathroom
900 x 20 - 10 ply,$65.43 + $7.33
AUCTION SALE,Saturday, June and shower and bath. One or two
1000 x 20- 12 ply, $76.68 + $9.10
2, 10:00 a.m., 1,42 mile west of bedrooms. Zimmerman Apart- GOLF
CLUBS, McGregor 1000 x 22- 12 ply, $80.26 + $9.98
Lynn Grove on Hwy. 94. ThLs is a ments, South 16th Street, 753- tourney, woods 1-3 and 5, irons 2 Armstrong's best
lug or
large all day sale of good fur- 6609.
June 15C through 9. Phone 753-3078. M29C traction type truck tire.
niture and antique items from
600x 16 -6 ply,$21.83 + $2.56
two or three old estates. There CLEAN THREE bedroom, air
670x 15 -6 ply,$22.09 + $2.89
will be nice living room and conditioned trailer near campus.
ry Ward
Montgome
700x 15-6 ply,$23.33 + $3.33
bedroom furniture, extra nice Phone 753-3372 or 753-1817 after
1203 Chestnut
750x 16-8 ply,$30.18 + $4.12
color TV., like new Frigidaire 5:00p.m.
Sale, Wednesday only
M29C
825 x 20 - 10 ply,$83.89 + $7.25
automatic washer, nice apart10 peocent off all Returned
10 Ply, $69.92 + $8.51
900 x
Goods
ment size electric range, extra FURNISHED OR unfurnished
1000 x 20 - 12 ply, $83.21 + $10.52
Open MI 7 00 P M
fancy old dinette set with china apartment, two bedrooms, fully
1000 x22 -12 ply, $87.61 + $11.50
cabinet, lots of odd chairs and carpeted Available now. Phone
Roby Sales, Highway 68,
door
glass
753-0 1 76
tables, one real nice
June 12C TOBACCO STICKS-1000. Phone Benton, Ky.
June 5C
753-4331
1215 Dluguld Dr.
pie safe,old kitchen cabinets, lots
Puryear, Tenn. 247-3794 after 5:00
M3OP
Murray, Ky.
of picture frames, pair of mat- THREE BEDROOM house, p.m.
ching gentleman chairs, extra available July 1. Deposit
TESTED,
large lot of glass and china in- required. Phone 753-3903.
PERFORMANCE
FOR SALE
cluding hand etched crystal
M31C Simmental, Maine-Anjou,
New Pentax Spotruitic II A
Limousin and Brown Swiss,
water sets, depression of all
kinds, ntmerous pieces of Anchor TWO BEDROOM brick duplex, breeding age bulls for sale.
Hocking glassware, odd pieces of carpeted, and air conditioning, Broadbent Farms, Cadiz. Ky.,
hull, trinkets from occupied deposit required. $95.00 per phone days 235-5182 or nights, 235in factory carton
Japan, 10 or 12 five gallon milk month. Phone 753-5421 after 5:00 5170.
June 9C
All business privilege and vehicle licenses for the
cans, sharp little German rifle, p.m.
J4C
with 50 m.m. F1.4 Super
of Murray expired May 1. This applies to each
one
City
clocks,
old
three extra nice
CUTLER 71, york and dare seed
multi-coated lens.
business operated within the City of Murray and to all
German gingerbread and two TWO BEDROOM trailer, 8'x.50', soybeans. Broadbent Seed
motor vehicles. including motorcycles and motorbikes.
mantle clocks. There will be lots garden already planted, $55.00 Company, Cadiz, Ky., Phone 235753-8025
Phone
All licenses become delinquent on June 1, and a ten per
bean
oven,
June 9C
of jars and lugs, dutch
per month. Also small one 5182.
cent (10 per cent) penalty will be added on that date.
pots and tea kettles, wash kettles bedroom,$40.00 per month. Both
and dinner bells. Nice old piano. air conditioned. Phone 48921" MOWER BRIGGS & Stratton
Extra large lot of shop tools and 2595.
M31C GIBSON FIREBIRD guitar and
engine, $49.88. 5 H.P. tiller,
too many more good items to list
Carvin amplifier with 2 speaker
Briggs di Stratton engine with
condition.
and describe.
Excellent
TWO BEDROOM trailer, car- cabinets.
power
reverse, $147.88. 5 H.P.
&
Chester
call
For information
peted and air conditioned. Water Also 1965 Mustang. Phone 437- riding mower, Briggs & Stratton
M30C
Miller Auction Service, 435-4042, and storage building furnished. 4493 after 5:00p.m.
engine, $258.95. 7 H.P. riding
Lynn Grove. "It Pays To Sell The $65.00 per month. Phone 489mower, Briggs & Stratton engine,
'
.
y
a
W
a
M31C TREASURE HUNTING with
Chester-1141-1111,
2513.
7 H.P. mower, electric
$323.95.
M31C
White's Metal Detector is a fun
start, Briggs dr Stratton engine,
Take
family.
whole
the
for
hobby
HELP WANTED
$399.95. Roby Sales, Highway 68,
one camping or give one for
FOR SALE
June 11C
Benton, Ky.
PLEASANT AND profitable
graduation or Father's Day.
describes Venda Beauty coundetectors
finer
no
are
There
selor's earning opportunity. Part
FACTORY fresh
MOVING! METAL cabinet, made than White's. Priced $79.50 BELTONE
or full time available in Murray
aid batteries for all make
hearing
dealer.
Authorized
to
$595.00.
12'x21'
and
lamps
bicycle,
chair,
and Calloway County area. For
Drugs. M30C
conunercial carpet. Phone 753- Phone 753-1575 Tierxiay through hearing aids. Wallis
interview appointment phone 489M30C
. M29C Saturday.
3915.
M30C
'
2416.
1215 Diuguid Orr Murray, Ky.
best yet: Blue
Chalmers tractor, plow, CARPETS and life too can be NO RfiGRET, the
carpets
WANTED MAN to work on farm, B ALLIS
cleans
Lustre
ctiltivator and mowing beautiful if you use Blue Lustre.
electric
full time. Reasonable salary,
three new tires. Also Rent electric shampooer. $1 beautifully. Rent
-machine,
workman's
Belaire
K,
Big
insurance and
$1.00.
shampooer
PointFive
Market,
pounKwik-Pik
1400 lbs. burley tobacco
J2C
compensation. Phone 767-4384,
Center
Shopping
J2C
M29C s.
J2C dage. Phone 489-2434.
after 8:00 p.m.

OVER 600 IN STOCK

Interior &
Free
4832, 8:00
.7484, after
June 5C

Murray High
Graduates

Call . . .

Formal Wear Headquarters!

3HING &
e, 6 miles
Hwy. 641.
(502) 492TFC

NOTICE

NOTICE

Only $250

TWO BEDROOM trailer, $675.00.
M29C
Phone 489-2471.

idditionsntial or
old. Free
,TFC
.

,

753-1916

FREE BOOT give away, every
Friday ( women's, men's or,
girl's), at Vernon's Boot-Shoe &
'Western Store and Shoe Repair.
Corner of Sycamore & 4th. TFC

NINE WEANING PIGS. Phone
M29C
7534829.

Service
TFC
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Let

Help You Remember
Your Groduation

Us

If You

Miss Your Paper
Pleas* Phone
Your

Paper Carrier
First
If No Results:
Phone

753-1916
Before 5:00 p.m.,
Then
p.m. and
5:30
After
Until 6:30 p.m,

SERVICEMASTER
For More Than 25 Years

-THE NAME FOR
PROFESSIONAL
CLEANING AROUND
THE WORLD
Carpets, Furniture,
Walls, Floors, or your
entire housel
Call Collect 247-7333
Gary Kelley
Backusburg Rd.
Mayfield, Ky.

753-7278

City of Murray

Needed -Votes For Our Business ___,

CAR
,- L R. HOWARD
GLASS
, CO.

catpenter
Jobs. New
53.
Mini 30C'
TONALLY
le Carpet
TFC

CAMERA

septic tank
7850. XFC
an yards
M31C
churches,
Ole prices
•. For free
nate call
t 437-4712
June 5P

N Ct_TIC E

You Are Invited To Visit ...

CARL R. HOWARD
Construction;'Roefing
& Glass Company

•

Come By-let's Talk!

We Are Proud to
Announce That

KEN RAMSEY
is now associated with our
company. Ken will be working in both sales and service.

Pool Office
Equipment & Supply
James W. Barclay, Owner
115 S. 4th

Phone 753-1763

P1
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Major Hale Attends
Recent AMA Meeting

Baptists Launch $200,000 Fund
Campaign for Extension Needs

Prosecutors Question Legality
Of Subpoena to President Nixon

LAS VEGAS,Nev. —U. S. Air
exThe ultimate campaign goal teactling program, the
Force Reserve Major Roy E.
facilities
library
its
of
pansion
the
is 8200,000 in addition to
Hale of 917 S. McDowell Blvd.,
church's regular $170,000 yearly to include an area for the
The Post quoted a source as
Petaluma, Calif., attended the
WASHINGTON APi -- Gov- committee will call former
bombshell
no
is
"There
budget. Sunday, June 3, an listening to tapes and records,
saying
offiMedical
recent Aerospace
ernment prosecutors reportedly high-level administration
an
is
there
initial special offering will be and for the development of
Association (AMA) meeting in would like President Nixon to cials to testify "by the end of tucked away. Rather
activities center for its rapidly
that
the
pattern"
toward
applied
be
to
evidentiary
taken
an
of
chairman
vice
Baker,
June."
Las Vegas, Nev.
Watergate
testify on how the
campaign goal, and it is to growing youth ministry.
Major Hale, son of Mr. and coverup could have been car- the committee that resumes raises questions about the PresAmong the church's most
aocument
"No
acquaint the 1,783-member
Mrs. R. E. Hale of Rt. 3, ried out without his knowledge, hearings June 5, said John N. ident's role.
congregation of this special pressing space needs, Reverend
Murray, was among more than but are said to feel a subpoena Mitchell, H.R. Haldeman, John does it," the source said.
offering that the all-member Walker said Wednesday night,
BOO reservists who met with would be of dubious con- D. Ehrlichman and John W.
CBS News has reported that
were:
contact thrust is aimed.
Dean III would not be called Dean, White House Counsel
active duty personnel for the stitutionality.
Young Adults: In October,
the
of
members
150
than
More
then.
before
President
quoting
tenth reserve forces medical
by
fired
Post,
who was
The Washington
there was one class with 17 _
1972,
the
pastor,
the
with
met
church
reported,
conjunction
sources
Post's
in
The
symposium held
Nixon, has been offered imJustice-- Department sources,
and an average atenrolled
and
Walker,
Rev. Richard
with the annual AMA scientific said today that the President's that prosecutors have recom- munity from all charges except
13. In April, 1973,
of
tendance
members of the finance commeeting.
role in the scandal is the only mended the indictrneuts of Mit- one of obstructing justice, if he
PROJECT — The Murray Jaycees and the Calloway
this group had grown to 66
plan
to
night
mittee
Wednesday
general,
Barry
attorney
former
Honorable
knows"
chell,
The
testifies about "all he
key question remaining to be
Count) Drug Council have jointly sponsored a new .Drug Inenrolled with an averaged atthe contact effort.
Goldwater, U. S. Senator from clarified in the grand jury in- and Haldeman and Ehrlieh- concerning Watergate.
Poison Control Center at the Murray-t'alloway County
formation
"The purpose of this tendance of 41 and a percentage
man, both White House aides
Arizona, delivered the keynote vestigation.
The network said it had Hospital. Pictured from left to right are Chris Emmert, Jaycees
growth of 300 within the sixaddress. Other speakers during
learned from unnamed govern- president: Willard Ails, hospital pharmacist; Dr. Mark Luckens; program," the pastor said, "is
The prosecutors are reported who have resigned.
month period.
of
member
every
a
acquaint
into
brought
The Post's account
the four-day symposium
ment sources that the offer was Darrell Keller, Houston McDevitt Clinic pharmacist and Stuart
to have told their superiors that
Nursery. In October, 1972, the
our church with our services
cluded Lieutenant General evidence obtained thus far jus- sharp retort from White House from prosecutor Earl Silbert in Poston, hospital administrator.
and space needs and to en- nursery enrollment was 39 with
Robert A. Patterson, surgeon tifies questioning the President Press Secretary Ronald L. a letter to which Dean had not
courage them to have a part in an average attendance of 29. Six
general of the Air Force, and about how his closest aides Ziegler. He said the story, if responded by Monday night.
months later, in April, this
the opportunity."
Major General Homer I. Lewis, could have kept knowledge of a true, "reflects a shocking and
Dean was quoted by CBS as
"We are not seeking a pledge. enrollment had climbed to 69
irresponsible abuse of authority saying "I have heard someAir Force Reserve commander. coverup from him.
We are simply taking to them on with an average attendance of
The meeting provided a
The President should be giv- on the part of the prosecutors thing about it," but the network
a person-to-person basis the 46, or a 77 percentage growth.
activities, en an opportunity to explain .... Grand jury proceedings are said he would not divulge
of
discussion
Adults: With some existing
facts that show our needs with
problems and future programs himself," the Post quoted a by law secret."
whether he would accept the offor senior citizens of the
classes
to
want
will
they
the
that
hope
House
White
services
the
said
Ziegler
of the reserve medical
fer.
source as saying.
of the educational
floor
third
reach
us
helping
in
Dr. Mark Luckens, professor were Stuart Poston, hospital have a part
and a better understanding of
In another Watergate-related
"The Watergate investigation has asked Attorney General Elbuilding and others in the
com- has run smack into the C'on- liot L. Richardson and Water- development, Julie Nixon Eis- or toxicology at the University administrator; Judge Robert 0. our goals," he went on.
mobilization
their
Mancil Vinson, director of basement, this arrangement
mitments.
stitution. We now must deal gate prosecutor Archibald Cox enhower said her father did not of Kentucky and a consultant Miller, Chariman of the hospital
a hardship on many of
Major Hale is assigned as with the question of how the "to investigate the circum- appear too disturbed by polls toxicologist for the state, was board; Nancy Kursave and alumni affairs at Murray State works
"Our new space and the
chief of medical administrative President can be investigated stances of these anonymous reporting a decline in his popu- the guest speaker at a recent Barbara Sheeks, hospital University and a member of the them.
church since 1968, is chairman re-arranging of existing space
management for the Western ...," said a Justice Department charges against the President larity.
joint meeting of the Murray pharmacy employees.
do
to
Darrell Keller, pharmacist at of the finance committee. will provide these members
Kr Force Reserve Region at source quoted in the story. Ac- of the United States—and
In other Watergate develop- Jaycees and the Calloway
with assembly areas and
Hamilton AFB, Calif.
ments:
County Drug Council held at the the Houston McDevitt Clinic Serving with him are L.D.
cording to the account, officials so immediately "
classes on the same, easily,
Gus
Glen
Wooden,
Miller,
was
a
has
also
guest.
Keller
Patman
preWright
—Chairman
Trianagle Inn.
A 1946 graduate of Murray believe the Constitution
accessible, level," Mr. Walker
In his speech, "Utilizing volunteered his services to the Robertson, Jr., and Dr. Gilbert
of the House Banking and CurHigh School, he received his M. vents subpoenaing the Presisaid.
Mathis.
Poison
Control
Center.
Watersaid
•
in
Committee
-.
Resources
rency
Community
dent.
Murray
from
A. degree in 1986
"These are only a few of our
On May 6, the congregation
Hopital admistrator Stuart
(Continued from Page 1)
gate has undermined Nixon's Poison Control," Dr. Luckens
Meanwhile, Sen. Howard H.
State University.
critical needs," the pastor
most
Swann
the
to
voted
purchase
his
Poston
expressed
apmost ability to deal with economic pointed out that there are many
The major's wife is the for- Baker Jr., R-Tenn., said the stations has been
and two adjoing said, emphasizing that at the
Market
Super
for
the
to
preciation
Jaycess
would
we
investigating
think
"I
Watergate
the
in
problems.
and
groups
civic
people
Senate
said.
Kumazawa.
Moore
mer Yukiko
gratifying, Mrs.
the church's Sunday
lots directly across from the rate
However requests for home have had some action on inter- community that should be in- their help in starting the
is growing,
School
enrollment
The
Street.
on
4th
church
South
that
Poston
indicated
project.
pick-ups have been more est rate controls if the Presi- volved.
purchase price was $150,000 and "the day is not too far distant
offer
to
was
the
pround
hospital
pretotally
not
were
dent
concan
numerous than
ap- when we will have 1,000 in
Guests at the meeting the Drug Information Poison church officials say
veniently be handled and people occupied with Watergate," the
Murray
to attendance."
the
$50,000
needed
is
proximately
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